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Welcome
The Collaborative Center for Literacy Development (CCLD) is pleased to sponsor the nineteenth annual Share
Fair. This is a unique experience of K-12 educators gathering to focus on a common theme of literacy across
the content areas, a vital component of the Kentucky Academic Standards. More than 475 teachers from eight
university sites across the state gather today to present the Literacy Action Plans they developed and implemented
through action research during their yearlong intensive study of literacy instruction. The Share Fair provides a
wonderful opportunity for educators to learn from and network with other educators who are committed to
improving the literacy achievement of their students. We are delighted that you are here to celebrate and honor
the successes of these educators!
CCLD is a collaboration among the following state universities:
Eastern Kentucky University					

Northern Kentucky University

Kentucky State University					

University of Kentucky

Morehead State University					

University of Louisville

Murray State University					

Western Kentucky University

and
The National Center for Families Learning
We wish to thank the following organizations who collaborate with CCLD and support the work of
the Kentucky Reading Project and the Adolescent Literacy Project:
Association of Independent Kentucky Colleges
		
and Universities

Kentucky Department of Education
Kentucky Education Association

The Carnegie Learning Center

Kentucky Educational Television

Council on Postsecondary Education

Kentucky Reading Association

Education Professional Standards Board

Kentucky State Legislature

Educational Cooperatives

Kentucky Writing Project

Kentucky Association for School Administrators

Local School Districts

Kentucky Center for Mathematics

Prichard Committee

Kentucky Community and Technical College System
Kentucky Council of Teachers of English/Language Arts
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce

Southern Regional Education Board
Special Education Cooperatives

Our desire is that today’s experience will provide a variety of opportunities for learning, sharing, and
celebration. We appreciate your attendance today and your role in increasing the literacy achievement of
Kentucky’s learners.
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Agenda
8:00 – 9:00 a.m. 		
				
				
				

Registration
Continental Breakfast
Visit Exhibits (representatives from various educational resource providers)
Check out of lodging rooms

9:00 – 9:25 a.m.		
				

Meet with University Cadre in Designated Breakout Rooms
(see page 6 for locations)

9:30 – 10:00 a.m.		

Roundtable Sessions A

10:10 – 10:40 a.m.		

Roundtable Sessions B

10:40 – 11:00 a.m.		

Break – Exhibitor Browsing

11:00 – 11:30 a.m.		
			
11:40 a.m. – 12:10 p.m.

Roundtable Sessions C
Roundtable Sessions D

12:10 – 1:40 p.m.		
Luncheon (Commonwealth Ballroom)
				
Keynote speaker, Laura Robb
					
“Let’s Rethink How We Educate Students ”*
										
1:45 – 2:15 p.m.		
Roundtable Sessions E
2:25 – 2:55 p.m.		
Roundtable Sessions F
				
								
3:00 – 3:30 p.m. 		
Celebrations with University Cadre in Designated Breakout
				
Rooms (same locations as morning)
				
*Keynote Session Description:
Dr. Robb will open her interactive keynote with a discussion of why it’s crucial to rethink how we are
educating our kids in the 21st century. She will also explain the why of differentiating reading and
writing instruction especially when teachers provide students with a range and diversity of texts so
every student improves as a reader and critical thinker. She’ll discuss how to engage and motivate
students through choice and meaningful feedback as well as learning experiences that provide students
with the strategies and support that enable them to learn and improve. Robb will discuss how 21st
century learning skills impact teachers and students, and why it’s important to bring these skills into
every school.
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Breakout Rooms
Marriott East
MORNING SESSION 9:00 – 9:25 a.m.
&
AFTERNOON SESSION 3:00 – 3:30 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky University ALP				

Colonel A

Eastern Kentucky University KRP and KRP4RTA 		

Bluegrass B		

Kentucky State University ALP					

Colonel A

Kentucky State University KRP and KRP4RTA 		

Bluegrass A

Morehead State University ALP 					

Bluegrass D

Morehead State University KRP and KRP4RTA		

Bluegrass D				

Murray State University ALP					

Bluegrass E

Murray State University KRP and KRP4RTA			

Bluegrass C

Northern Kentucky University ALP				

Bluegrass E

Northern Kentucky University KRP and KRP4RTA		

Colonel C

University of Kentucky KRP and KRP4RTA			

Steamboat

University of Kentucky WAYNE COUNTY KRP			

Commonwealth Ballroom

University of Louisville ALP					

Colonel A

University of Louisville KRP and KRP4RTA			

Colonel B

Western Kentucky University ALP				

Bluegrass E

Western Kentucky University KRP and KRP4RTA		

Bluegrass C

“I think the teaching profession contributes more to the
future of our society than any other single profession.”

- John Wooden
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Keynote Speaker
Laura Robb
Author, teacher, coach, and speaker, Laura Robb has
completed more than 43 years of teaching in grades
4-8. She presently coaches teachers in grades K to 8 in
Virginia, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. Robb returns to teach
each year. This year she’s working for five months with
fifth grade students who entered intermediate school
reading at a first grade level.
Laura Robb has written more than 30 books for
teachers. In 2016, two new books were published:
The Reading Intervention Toolkit, by Shell Education in
April 2016 and Read Talk Write: 35 Lessons That Teach
Students to Analyze Fiction and Nonfiction, published
by Corwin Literacy in October 2016. Corwin Literacy
also published Robb’s Vocabulary Is Comprehension:
Getting to the Root of Complex Texts was available in
September 2014.
Her newest for Heinemann is a First Hand Curriculum:
Smart Writing: Practical Units For Teaching Middle
School Writers and a professional book, Teaching
Middle School Writers: What Every English Teacher
Needs to Know.
For Scholastic, Robb has completed several best sellers
including the second edition of Teaching Reading in
Middle School, Differentiating Reading Instruction,
Teaching Reading in Social Studies, Science, and Math,
and her newest, Unlocking Complex Texts. Robb has designed classroom libraries for Scholastic for grades 3 to
9. She developed, with Jeff Wilhelm, XBOOKS for middle school readers: nonfiction print texts with an online
curriculum organized by themes such as forensics, tyrants, war, medicine, and strange.
Robb is a keynote and featured speaker at conferences and leads workshops all over the country and in Canada
and writes articles for education journals. She is a regular contributor to www.therobbreviewblog.com and has a
series of podcasts with her son, middle school principal, Evan Robb, on https://therobbreviewpodcast.podbean.
com.

Dr. Robb sponsored in part by Scholastic.
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Roundtable Sessions A

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Katelyn Durham

EKU

Comp

Bethany Gilliam,
Tiffany Wilson,
Tiffany Caldwell

EKU

Comp

Artie Eastman

KSU

Comp

Tessa Powell,
Evelyn Conley

MuSU

Comp

Samantha Hall

NKU

Comp

First and second grade teachers will be
presenting our successes with purposefully
teaching comprehension strategies. Come
see what we have learned, what strategies
worked best, and the progress that our
students have made.

Jessica Adams,
Mary Dennison,
Megan Dotson,
Alena Woofter

MSU

Comp

Fluency It’s Not Fast and Furious Anymore

Mandy Miller,
Robin Deese,
Tana West,
Leshia Smith

MuSU

Comp

Presentation Title

Guided Reading in Centers
Implementation of Guided Reading using the
Jan Richardson plan in small groups.

Bluegrass A

Bluegrass A

Class Discussion Strategies

Bluegrass A

Interaction with Nonfiction and Parent
Response Journals
Students have completed various activities
to interact with nonfiction text. Parents
also have written to students in response
journals.

Bluegrass B

KRP

Prim
KRP

Using Paired Text to Improve Reading
When teachers pair Fiction and Nonfiction
books on the same topic it allows
students to become familiar with the
topic and vocabulary, thus improving their
comprehension. This presentation will show
how using paired text in a guided reading
format improved students comprehension as
well as how paired text was used in a wholegroup setting. Booklist will be provided.

Bluegrass B

Int

Improving Reading Comprehension
Through Poetry
Students have been engaged in various
poetry activities throughout the year.
The purpose of these activities are to
improve students comprehension and word
recognition through repeated readings of
poetry texts. Another intention of the study
is to determine if these activities improve
students attitude towards poetry in the
classroom. .

Bluegrass A

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass A

Presenter(s)

University

Room

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Prim
KRP

HS
ALP

Int
KRP

Comprehension: It’s All in Your Head

Finding ways to bridge the gap between
accuracy and comprehension.
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Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Roundtable Sessions A (continued)

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Lisa DeHart,
Katie Clontz,
Heather Byall
(for Tara Vincent)

UK

Comp

Danielle West

UofL

Comp

Cecilia Millay,
Allie Lindow

WKU

Comp

Sierra Frost

EKU

Phon

Jenny Schuler,
Alicia Henderson,
Justin Padgett

KSU

Phon

Jessica Lainhart,
Teresa Karem

KSU

Phon

Samantha Grubb,
Nicole Kidwell, Taylor Gillis

KSU

Phon

Presentation Title

Literacy Stations to Improve
Comprehension
Working with small groups to help students
improve their overall reading fluency and
comprehension.

Bluegrass B

Using Orton-Gillingham Multi-sensory
Phonemic Awareness
Using multi-sensory approaches to phonemic
awareness.

Bluegrass C

KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Phonics Instruction
We will be conducting a round table
discussion using a poster display to
showcase our results and answer questions
about our LAP.

Bluegrass C

Prim

Mrs. Frost’s Kindergarten Class-Literacy
Station Rotations
The presentation will include the strategies
in the Literacy Action Plan that were
implemented in my classroom throughout
the entire school year. All strategies were
used in daily literacy rotation stations.

Bluegrass C

KRP

Making the Most of Guided Reading
We will focus on the structure of time,
differentiation, comprehension, vocabulary,
and word work to meet the needs of our
students using guided reading.

Bluegrass C

Prim

When Can We Meet with our Book Clubs
Again?
Come see how I changed “fake reading” to
“engaged reading.” Third grade book clubs
increased agency and motivation in and out
of reading workshop. Learn how to organize
book clubs and move your kids from “Do we
have to read?” to “When can we meet with
our book clubs again?”

Bluegrass B

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass B

Presenter(s)

University

Room

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Using Jan Richardson’s Next Step Forward
in Guided Reading to Facilitate Growth in
Literacy
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Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP
Prim
KRP

Roundtable Sessions A (continued)

Rockin Rhyme Time
Come join us to see how we implement
a variety of activities through our daily
planning to teach rhyming skills and
encourage the love of rhyming.

Bluegrass C

Phon

Rebecca Hetzell,
Stephanie Federico

UK

Phon

Brittany Gilbreath,
Colette Myers,
Cecelia Stevenson

UK

Phon

Hellen Duncan,
Jenny Jenkins,
Lisa Jones,
Sharlene Prince

UKWAYNE

Phon

Christy Bolton

WKU

Phon

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

The Building Blocks of Early Literacy
We are Kindergarten and First Grade
teachers who have the spent the year
focusing on developing our students’
phonemic awareness, phonics, and letter/
sight word fluency. Our focus has been
on developing our students’ letter/sound
identification, concepts of print, and reading
early text levels.

Bluegrass C

MSU

Phun with Phonics!
We are a kindergarten teacher and UK
literacy graduate student. The purpose
of our LAP was to emphasize phonics
and phonemic awareness instruction in a
kindergarten classroom. The goal was to
improve student’s foundational literacy skills
by implementing transmediated whole group
phonics and phonemic awareness instruction
(kinesthetic, tactile, visual, and auditory),
and explicitly teach reading strategies during
small literacy groups.

Bluegrass C

Meghan Slone,
Brandi Simms,
Courtney Hughes,
Staci Rose, Nikki Roberts,
Rebecca Coleman

Fun Phonics
Phonics and word recognition strategies play
a foundational role in improving all other
reading skills for primary aged students.
Students need consistent, engaging, and
meaningful phonics instruction throughout
their primary years. By implementing handson, engaging phonics games and activities
we can do this without making it seem like
hard work for our kiddos.

Bluegrass C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass C

Presenter(s)

University

Room

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Literacy Stations that Work
In this session, we will explore the use of
literacy stations that promote phonemic
awareness, phonics, and word recognition
strategies. You will see activities that keep
students engaged while developing their
reading skills.
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Prim
KRP

Roundtable Sessions A (continued)

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Maggie Ballou

WKU

Phon

Rayann Moyers

EKU

Guided Reading

Amanda Bell

NKU

Non-fiction
texts in MSD
setting

Shaney Sharpe

UofL

Fam Eng

Megan Case

WKU

Learning
Stations and
Guided Reading

Presentation Title

Reading Stations
What are other kids doing while you’re doing
guided reading groups

Bluegrass D

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Family Matters
In this presentation, I share how I
invited families to participate in literacy
engagements with their children throughout
the year. I will share some of the ways I
got to know my students and their families
and how that connected to kindergarteners’
literacy learning.

Bluegrass D

KRP

Literacy in an Elementary MSD setting
After working on increasing use of nonfiction stories, repetitive texts, and family
engagement during the KRP group sessions,
I tried to find ways to modify those goals
and make them appropriate for the students
in my classroom with varied, multiple, and
significant disabilities.

Bluegrass D

Prim

Guided Reading Using Flexible Grouping
Students were placed into small groups
based on their specific reading level using
the DRA2 benchmark assessment, which was
also used in December and April. Between
benchmarks, progress was formatively
monitored using running records. By fully
implementing all aspects of research-based
guided reading practices students will make
a year’s worth of growth, increasing at least
five reading levels by the end of the school
year.

Bluegrass D

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass C

Presenter(s)

University

Room

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Let Go and Let Them (Learning Stations in
the Primary Classroom)
This presentation will encompass
modifications of Daily 5 and Guided Reading
in a diverse primary classroom. Provided
are examples of leveled learning stations
including the main components of literacy:
comprehension, fluency, vocabulary,
phonemic awareness, and phonics. Let’s let
go and foster independent learners!
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Prim
KRP

Roundtable Sessions A (continued)

Cheryl Hackworth

MSU

Tech

Britney Jones,
Christy Williams

WKU

Fam Eng

Katelyn Erikson

UofL

R&W Acr Curr

Heather Duffy

MuSU

R&W Acr Curr

Supporting Your Primary and Intermediate
Readers

ALP

Int
ALP

Prim
KRP

Adding a Little Dance to Your Phonics
Curriculum
Discover how to incorporate dance into
your daily phonics lessons for K-3 students.
Each letter and “hunk and chunk” has a
corresponding chant and movement that
students practice daily to train their brain on
what that letter/chunk sounds like. Students
will be chanting during reading, writing, and
even math!

Colonel A

Int

Caylyn Lemaster

Integrating Technology in the Classroom

This presentation will discuss ideas and
strategies that can be used by teachers
and parents to support both primary and
intermediate readers.
Colonel A

Higher order
thinking about
texts

Presenter(s)

Making Social Studies Come Alive

PowerPoint demostration integration of
technology in the classroom
Bluegrass E

MSU

Presentation Title

Do you feel that teaching social studies is
merely fact regurgitation? Let me show
you how to use a mixture of literature,
questioning strategies, and STEM activities
to make social studies come alive! Your
students will amaze you with their higher
order thinking!
Bluegrass E

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass E

University

Room

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Visual Inspirations in the Middle School
Classroom
We will compare and contrast a variety
of lessons focused on student artwork as
well as master artworks to inspire writing
through visualization. As a middle school
art teacher, I will share the experience of
incorporating writing techniques in an
enrichment classroom. Topics will include
using the Picturing America series of
master artwork prints and using artwork
to demonstrate learning in any content.
Samples of student work from across the
curriculum will be provided.
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MS
ALP

Roundtable Sessions A (continued)

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Megan Jones

NKU

Rel R&W

Jennifer Clark

NKU

Rel R&W

Janet Martin

WKU

R&W Acr Curr

Ariana Sizemore

EKU

R&W Acr Curr

Presentation Title

Scaffolded Journals
With a desire to increase both an enjoyment
of writing and the quality of student writing,
I revamped the process for student journals.
Journal entries are no longer a disconnected
prompt, but a question or idea to trigger
a connection for the student, building
throughout the length of the lesson until a
culminating piece is completed.

Colonel A

ALP

MS
ALP

Developing Literacy Skills Through Speech
and Debate Across the Curriculum
Grades 4-12: Applying speech and debate
to the classroom can improve literacy skills
across the curriculum. Students learn to
dive deep into a text and improve research,
reading, writing, listening, and thinking
skills. How can teachers get students excited
about learning? Apply speech & debate
skills to your content.

Colonel B

HS

Multi-genre Writing Impacts both Writing
and Reading
By introducing students to many different
types of genres in writing, students
grasp a better understanding of ways to
communication information. Additionally,
as students become more familiar with
different writing genres, they begin to
better comprehend what they read when
presented information in different formats.
Furthermore, students begin to see how
what they read models what they write, and
they learn there is a relationship between
the two.

Colonel A

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel A

Presenter(s)

University

Room

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

MS
ALP

Guided Reading Centers
I will be presenting data gathered from
assessments such as MAP and in class
summative assessments. The data will
show results from Elgin reading program
compared to Guided Reading centers.
It will show the difference in reading
comprehension, fluency, and student
engagement.
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Prim
KRP

Roundtable Sessions A (continued)

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Lorie Sumpter

EKU

Rel R&W

Sarah Craft,
Emilee Bowles,
Samantha Tabor

MuSU

Rel R&W

Lindsey Due,
Nicole Wiseman,
Kayla Massey

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Kathryn Whitford,
Emily Mohon

WKU

R&W Acr Curr

Presentation Title

The Reader’s Interactive Notebook
I am a special education teacher for 2nd/3rd
grade. The “Reader’s Interactive Notebook”
project interlinks reading and writing
skills to boost knowledge, self-confidence,
and an awareness of printed word. Key
reading strategies are introduced and built
upon to bring the reader into a broader
understanding of reading as a whole and
writing for a purpose.
By reading a variety of genres students learn
text structures and language that they can
then transfer to their own writing. Since
writing is the act of transmitting knowledge
in print, the Reader’s notebook combines
reading and writing for the students.
Students learn to read to develop specific
writing skills, learn to integrate sound
instruction in reading and writing, and learn
to comprehend and convey what they know
and have learned through writing.

Colonel B

“Writing to Improve Reading and Reading
to Improve Writing”
Using Reader Response Journals, Mentor
Sentences, Book Bags and more to
strengthen and develop reading-writing
relationships in the classroom.

Colonel B

Non-Fiction
We will be presenting on the benefits of nonfiction in the classroom.

Colonel B

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel B

Presenter(s)

University

Room

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Int
KRP

Prim
KRP

Reading in Writing and Math...Oh My!
In this presentation, we will be discussing
the importance of vocabulary instruction in
content areas outside of reading. We will be
focusing on math and writing vocabulary
instruction and integrating picture books
into these content areas.

Teachers don’t teach for the income.
Teachers teach for the outcome.

-Anonymous
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Prim
KRP

Roundtable Sessions A (continued)

Rel R&W

Carolanne Kelliher,
Tracy Deltufo,
Jaime Davis,
Mindy St. Pierre

UK

Rel R&W

Tamara Thompson

UofL

Rel R&W

Jessica Dillon

WKU

Rel R&W

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Sharing the Pen, Sharing Our Lives
Family Journals are one way to build
Kindergarteners’ literacy skills by engaging
family members. In this session, I will share
how students and parents shared the pen
and their lives with each other. Come see
student writing journals and how to bring
this to your classroom.

Colonel C

MSU

Foundations First
Our instructional focus is designed to build
on the foundational skills that our primary
students have already acquired. Most of our
students are ready to move forward with
the literacy skills to become better readers
and writers. Within our daily instruction
we have implemented daily independent
practice through the use of literacy stations.
The stations are aligned with the daily and
weekly skill being taught in the classroom.
There is an emphasis on a writing station
that includes language and writing practice.
Anchor charts that have been created by the
class are posted at these stations to provide
the students with reminders of the skill/
strategy.

Colonel C

Stacy E. Napier,
Holly Jones

Thoughtful Writing Every Day in the
Primary Grades
Teachers in Kindergarten and First Grade
create purposeful opportunities for students
to write every day. Lessons that include
daily journaling, focused vocabulary, with
a language experience when necessary,
support students in becoming more
proficient and thoughtful writers.

Colonel C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel C

Presenter(s)

University

Room

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Reading, Words, and Meanings, Oh My!
This presentation will include strategies/
activities to enhance vocabulary instruction
in the classroom. These activities make the
vocabulary more meaningful to the students
in hopes to increase the use of these words
in their everyday communication.
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Prim
KRP

Roundtable Sessions A (continued)

Putting the Vibrancy Back in Vocabulary:
Engaging Vocabulary Instruction Across
Grade Levels
Engaging, intentional vocabulary instruction
across primary and intermediate grade
levels.

Steamboat

EKU

Vocab

Sandy Howard,
Jill Sowards

NKU

Vocab

Lauren Coleman,
Erica Frye

UK

Vocab

Mary Wright

UK WAYNE

Vocab

Rhonda Adkins

WKU

Vocab

Lisa Adwell,
Susan Chenoweth

WKU

Vocab

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Words to Grow
Presentation will describe a year-long
vocabulary plan, including resources used,
activities, pictures, student products, sample
assessments.

Steamboat

KRP

Vocabulary for Diverse Learners
This presentation will focus on strategies
used to incorporate grade level vocabulary
instruction within the resource and coteaching setting in order to ensure access to
grade level vocabulary by special education
students.

Steamboat

Prim

Teaching Vocabulary Through Nonfiction
One of the goals this year has been to
increase vocabulary knowledge through the
use of nonfiction text. I will demonstrate
how the nonfiction text was used to build
vocabulary skills.

Steamboat

Amy Collins,
Marguerite Roberts

Raising the Bar
After analyzing the MAPS data and the
results of the STAR test, we came to the
conclusion that one of the areas most in
need of improvement was vocabulary.
Accordingly, we chose to apply our efforts to
enhancing our students’ vocabulary skills. To
that end, we utilized multiple exercises with
our students aimed at expanding their 2 tier
and 3 tier vocabulary. We have been using
these exercises with our students since the
start of this school year. Our presentation
will outline the exercises that we employed
with our students and report the results that
were achieved in the student body.

Steamboat

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Steamboat

Presenter(s)

University

Room

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Expanding and Building Vocabulary Skills in
a Kid-Friendly Way
Discover strategies that will engage
learners to develop an increased vocabulary
using word walls, vocabulary notebooks,
technology and other resources.
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Shanna Tate

EKU

Phon

Angie Dunning

KSU

Phon

Alexis Leavell

KSU

Phon

Shana Terry

MSU

Phon

Andrew Caudill,
Karen G. Stewart,
Katelyn E. Quinn,
Anita M. Johnson

UK

Phon

Presentation Title

Building Vocabulary
I will present my class engaging in
vocabulary exercises. This was listed as one
of our weak areas. I will be using different
methods to teach and will demonstrate the
methods used for my presentation.

Bluegrass A

Phonemic Word Sorts
After students learn each word family
students use what they know to sort words
that belong to each word family.

Bluegrass A

Word Decoding Skills
Discuss word decoding skills and the effect
that they have on students’ reading abilities.

Bluegrass A

Prim
KRP

Building Phonemic Awareness to Help
Struggling Readers
Using a phonemic awareness preassessment and structured literacy, I will
incorporate strategies to build phonemic
awareness and phonics especially in
struggling readers.

Bluegrass A

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass A

Presenter(s)

University

Room

10:10 a.m. - 10:40 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP
Prim
KRP

Foundations for Building Independent
Readers
We are first and second grade teachers who
have spent the year focusing on phonemic
awareness, phonics, and word recognition.
We will discuss strategies we have learned
both in whole and small group. Some of our
students started the year on a kindergarten
level/ emergent reader level. Thus, we have
had to adapt Wonders and small group to
fit the needs of these students by heavily
focusing on their word recognition skills,
sight words, high frequency words, and
phonemic awareness.
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Bluegrass B

The Importance of Strong Phonemic
Awareness, Phonics, and Word Recognition
Strategies
During our session we will focus on the
importance of building a strong foundation
in phonemic awareness and phonics in
order to promote strong readers. We will
be sharing different strategies that we
have used throughout the year to teach
phonemic awareness and phonics in our
first grade classrooms. The importance of
the strategies will be explained along with
examples for teaching.

Bluegrass B

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Ashley Muntz,
Mary Beth Rice, Amy Davis,
Sarah Spencer
(for Stefanie Britt)

UK

Phon

Heather Haney

WKU

Phon

Tara Holbert

WKU

Phon

Sherry Johnson

WKU

Phon

Laura Beth Menser

WKU

Phon, Comp,
Fluency,
Phonics

Tiffany Roberts

KSU

R&W Acr Curr

Literacy Centers
Incorporating four of the components of
reading in literacy centers

Bluegrass C

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Using Guided Reading for RTI in Grades 1-3
Stop by and learn how guided reading is
helping to close the achievement gap for
elementary students in our school. Many
students are striving to reach reading
proficiency and are often reading two
grade levels below their current grade level.
Guided reading strategies in RTI groups can
help you meet the needs of these at risk
students and close the achievement gap!

Bluegrass B

KRP

Increasing Sight Word Recognition and
Vocabulary
For my literacy action plan I incorporated
different strategies to increase sight word
recognition and vocabulary. I incorporated
games, Kagan strategies, and many other
activities.

Bluegrass B

Prim

Reading Instruction for Small Groups
In my session, I will discuss strategies that
I use to implement guided reading groups
and literacy circles within an elementary
classroom.

Bluegrass B

Presenter(s)

Audience
(Initiative)

Presentation Title

University

Room

10:10 a.m. - 10:40 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Family Involvement
The focus on my LAP is family involvement. I
have collaborated with colleagues to involve
families at Southside. By involving families to
invest in students’ academics then we should
see improvements in literacy.
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Mary Brady

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Alexis Hesler

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Kayla Massey,
Vicky Janowski

NKU

Fam Eng

Andrea Dotson,
Valerie Barlow,
Clara Miranda

UofL

Rel R&W

Shannon D. Powell

UofL

Rel R&W

Jill Steffey

WKU

R&W Acr Curr

Kirby Weaver,
Lauren Goff

WKU

R&W Acr Curr

Presentation Title

Brief and Naughty -- Integrating Writing in
Shakespeare
I will share strategies on integrating
writing in Shakespeare within all ranges
of classrooms. From basic freshmen
to AP Juniors, I will offer strategies and
assignments across the board.

Bluegrass C

Bluegrass C

Empowering Students Through Choice
Do you want your students to become
passionate readers? A third grade teacher
will share how she used a variety of texts to
cajole her students into actively participating
in independent reading during small
groups. Having an array of texts available
empowered students to have choice,
ownership and ultimately fostered a love of
reading.
Greek and Latin in Alternative Setting
I teach my students Greek and Latin the
first semester. It is useful for all levels of test
taking and apex material.

Bluegrass C

MS
ALP

Prim
KRP

Making a Claim Through Text Evaluation
When making an argument, one must
have a claim and evidence to back the
claim up. Also one has to be prepared
for a rebuttal with a counterclaim. When
trying to convince an audience about your
perspective...what if they all speak Spanish
and you don’t? How to reach a clear way
to communicate with your Spanish speaking
audience is one hurdle you must jump.

Bluegrass C

ALP

Engaging Parents in Literacy
Presenters will be sharing how families were
brought into the classroom to learn ways
to help their early readers to build literacy
skills.

Bluegrass C

HS

Evidence Based Writing
Students implement strategies such as
highlighting and graphic organizers which
provides scaffolded support for incorporating
textual based evidence within their writing.

Bluegrass C

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass C

Presenter(s)

University

Room

Disciplinary Literacy
Interdisciplinary teachers work together to
merge literacy with historical content.
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Writing: The Reading Connection
Reading strategies to improve student
writing fluency.

Bluegrass D

WKU

R&W Acr Curr

Lindsey Webb,
Julie Schneider

MuSU

Rel R&W

Ashley Thompson,
Melinda Burnett,
Jessica Thrasher,
Jamie Reagan

UK WAYNE

Rel R&W

Kay Hedrick

MSU

R&W Acr Curr

Eriauna Stratton

UofL

Rel R&W

KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

The Need for Disciplinary Literacy in
Content Area Classes
The strategies used to read and write
need to be differentiated in the various
content areas. Real-world literacy in many
disciplines varies because their purposes
vary and should be taught accordingly. The
focus of this plan was to identify the need
for differentiated instruction, the strategies
needed for each discipline, and means of
implementation in the classroom.

Bluegrass D

Prim

Students as Authors and Illustrators
How do you encourage the love of writing
in your classroom? Let us show you how to
create opportunities for your students to be
authors and illustrators. We want to share
with you how to empower your students to
be able to think it, say it, and then write it.

Bluegrass D

Rebekah Marais

Front and “Centers”
Over the course of this year I have
researched and developed methods for
centers including, but not limited to:
smooth transitions, formative assessments,
analyzing data, engaging activities, flexible
grouping, and more.

Bluegrass D

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass C

Presenter(s)

University

Room

10:10 a.m. - 10:40 a.m.

HS
KRP

Reading and Writing the World Around Us
Join me in this session to find out how you
can help your students begin to recognize
and celebrate themselves as readers and
writers through environmental print! I will
walk you through an inquiry unit that I used
with my students to explore environmental
print in order to show them to how read
the world around them, reproduce their
own examples of environmental print
using drawings, pictures, and labels, and
most importantly, build their confidence as
emerging readers and writers!
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Jessica Holmes

KSU

Fam Eng

Rachael Durbin,
Samara Calloway,
Kaitlin Yowell

WKU

Fam Eng

Brittany Foster

WKU

Guided Reading
and Centers

Kim Head

WKU

Guided Reading

Erica Brownstead

WKU

Rel R&W

Presentation Title

Getting Boys To Read & Write: ResearchBased Family Engagement Practices
A data-driven presentation on researchbased practices aimed at motivating young,
male students to read and write. The
practices and resources presented will be
geared toward those which can be both
implemented at home and at school.

Bluegrass E

Int
KRP

Int
KRP

Engaging Students in the Guided Reading
Center
The focus of my action plan is guided
reading. My emphasis this year has been to
implement different techniques during my
guided reading center that I gathered from
my training this past summer. These new
strategies have helped students to become
more engaged in the reading process.

Bluegrass E

KRP

All About that Guided Reading, Guided
Reading, No Hassle
Do you wander how to keep your students
actively engaged in your guided reading
groups and centers? As an intermediate
teacher sometimes it’s even harder to keep
your sweet babies engaged. I have some
ideas to help with that problem. So come by
and learn a few tips that might just help you
get your guided reading groups and centers
more engaging.

Bluegrass E

Prim

“Children are made readers on the laps of
their parents” -Emilie Buchwald
Our focus for our project was on increasing
the reading time that our students were
receiving and engaging students in reading
outside of school. We worked to engage
families in this process to help collaborate
with our parents as well.

Bluegrass E

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass E

Presenter(s)

University

Room

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Prim
KRP

Build Strong School-Home Relationships
I believe and research shows that if we build
relationships with our students and families
first and then teach our kids, that they will
work harder. Students who feel loved and
cared for by their teachers will strive to do
their best!
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Bluegrass E

The Magic of Meaning: Rethinking Literacy
Instruction for ELL Students
In my 21st year of teaching I embarked on
a new experience, a first grade classroom
full of ELL students. I quickly discovered
the literacy instructional practices I used
effectively for twenty years were not as
powerful with ELL students.  Join me as I
share how my students led me to the magic
of meaning.

Colonel A

Presenter(s)

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Lee Margaret Johnson

UofL

Comp

Amanda Kelly

EKU

Comp

Samantha Lightner,
Aisha El-Amin

KSU

Comp

Chantel Omer

MSU

Rel R&W

Aulander Daniels,
Chad Willis

UK

Vocab

Int
KRP

Int
ALP

Painting a Comprehension
We always say, “Paint me a picture,” but
what about painting a comparison? By
using an interactive comprehension guide,
you will learn how to have your students
answer higher order questioning in both
written and vocal responses. This is an
awesome strategy for all grades!

Colonel A

KRP

Graphic Novels: Motivating Students with
Special Needs to Read Higher-Level Text
Students with specific learning disabilities
in reading are not motivated to read
higher-level texts because of their deficits
in the areas of decoding, comprehension
and fluency. By using graphic novels to
increase interest and family reading journals
to enhance family involvement, we were
able to bridge this gap. Come listen as we
share our experiences of using high-interest
texts to deepen comprehension, motivate
students, and forge partnerships with
families to increase student success.

Colonel A

Prim

Vocabulary: The Road to Comprehension
The road to comprehension begins with
vocabulary. Therefore, this presentation will
focus on using rigorous, relevant vocabulary
strategies and literacy center resources to
enhance comprehension skills.

Colonel A

Audience
(Initiative)

Presentation Title

University

Table

HS
ALP

Enhancing our Vocabulary Instruction
Our fifth graders have been actively engaged
in learning new vocabulary through our
weekly vocabulary routine. Join us to
learn how our students have improved
in their vocabulary knowledge through
the implementation of various enriching
activities.
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Karen Haddix Morgan

UofL

Comp

Rachel Huff

EKU

Comp

Mary Marshall

KSU

Comp

Pamela Hall,
Keshia Miller

MSU

Comp

Lindsey Bridges,
Amy Edwards,
Kara Stevenson

MuSU

Comp

Talk to the Text: Engaging with Text to
Achieve a Metamoment
Teachers can use the talk to the text strategy
to discover how students engage with text
and how they self-monitor thinking while
reading.

Colonel B

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Comprehension Strategies
We have been utilizing Tanner McGregor’s
4 steps to teaching the 7 comprehension
strategies.

Colonel B

ALP

Prim
KRP

Building a Craft and Structure Toolbox
I will break down how I helped my students
create a “tool bag” to identify craft and
structure of a passage, using literary and
expository works. Also, students walked
away from exercises with a better grasp on
how to write their portfolio pieces.

Colonel B

HS

Finally! The Truth about Guided Reading
and Literacy Rotations
My search for truth began with a simple
question: Would implementing guided
reading instruction into a literacy
rotation positively impact the Vocabulary,
Comprehension, and Fluency skills of my
second grade students? This year, I’ve
worked to discover the verity of this inquiry.
Using both formative and summative
assessments, I’ve analyzed gains in my
classroom to bring you the cold hard facts
once and for all. See what this literacy
adventure has revealed...

Colonel B

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel A

Presenter(s)

University

Table

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Effective Comprehension Strategies for
Young Readers
Overview of strategies used in primary
classrooms to enhance student
comprehension such as guided reading,
literature circles, and interactive read
alouds. We will discuss the way they are
used in our classrooms as well as the impact
it has on our young readers. Introduction
into student ownership of learning will also
be discussed; Student Data Notebooks and
the way they are used.
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Comp

Brandy Thomas

MSU

Comp

Deborah Smith

UofL

Comp

Rhonda Yates

WKU

Comp

Tamara Forsyth,
Jessica Ernst

EKU

Vocab

Vocabulary in Literacy
How to incorporate vocabulary learning
strategies into your comprehension lessons.

Steamboat

Melissa Gilliam

EKU

Vocab

Melissa Robinson,
Brandi Jackson,
Danielle Owens,
Tabitha Wagers

EKU

Vocab

Building Vocabulary in a First Grade
Classroom
I will offer tips and strategies that I have
utilized in my classroom this year. I will also
have a list of resources that I have found
beneficial for first graders.

Steamboat

KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Close Reading
There are students answering Close
questions from a given text. The students
are in a small RTI Flooding group with the
teacher. Students are using tools for Close
reading. There are student conversations
and lots of participation.

Steamboat

Prim

“Is It Time For Independent Reading Yet?
It’s My Favorite Part of the Day!”
Research backs up the importance of
giving Kindergarteners a chance to develop
concepts of print. In this session, you will
learn ways to develop a very productive and
fun reading time where your students will
grow as readers!

Colonel C

UK

Engaging Students in Learning-Strategies To
Help Students Ask Great Questions
“How does student engagement through
questioning lead to increased students
achievement and ownership of learning?”

Colonel C

Kristy Bledsoe,
Angela Riley,
Julia Apple

I Have Read the Text…Now What?
We are all second grade teachers who
have spent the year focusing on reading
comprehension. Our focus has been
on developing our students’ vocabulary
that aides in helping comprehension.
Anchor charts have been utilized to
help students have a visual model of
reading comprehension strategies. Also
differentiating reading instruction to help
best meet their comprehension needs.

Colonel C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel B

Presenter(s)

University

Table

10:10 a.m. - 10:40 a.m.

Building a Better Vocabulary
Different strategies to build vocabulary in
the classroom.
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Vocab Victories
We will discuss how vocabulary has an effect
on reading and mathematics.

Steamboat

Megan McCutchen,
Sasha Chaplin, Mindy Bell

UK WAYNE

Vocab

Stefanie Tudor, Leslie
Wheeler

WKU

Vocab

Jessica Blevins

WKU

Vocab

Integrating Vocabulary within Math
Instruction
Do you struggle with implementing math
vocabulary within your classroom? We will
share ideas, strategies, and activities that
encourage student understanding of math
vocabulary. Let us show you how we have
incorporated math journals, the Frayer
Model, and other vocabulary activities/
strategies in our classrooms.

Steamboat

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Steamboat

Presenter(s)

University

Table

10:10 a.m. - 10:40 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Vamping Vocabulary
See how my students’ vocabulary was
transformed using simple techniques
including the fryer model, literacy
connections, vocabulary wall, and picture
identification. We will also discuss a way to
assess vocabulary that goes much deeper
than definition matching.

Prim
KRP

“If your plan is for 1 year, plant rice.
If your plan is for 10 years, plant trees.
If your plan is 100 years,
educate children.”
-Confucious
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Jamie Spears,
Heather Lewis,
Nell Boils

UK WAYNE

Vocab

Derrick Harris,
Renee Kennett

UK WAYNE

Vocab

Whitney Combs

WKU

Vocab

Melissa Williams (Saldana)

WKU

Vocab

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Building Vocabulary One Nerd at a Time
The goal of the action plan is to increase
student engagement through a variety
of strategies found in the “Word Nerds”
professional text. Teacher will be
incorporating station word with a focus on
vocabulary building.

Bluegrass A

Vocab

Making Changes and Making a Difference
Let us share with you how our teachers are
implementing the professional resources
provided through the Kentucky Reading
Project to move our Vocabulary, Spelling,
and Comprehension instruction to a
proficiency level. We will share ideas and
experiences from our book studies through
videos, pictures, and student samples.
We will also present data as an indicator
that our KRP experience is proving to be
successful for our students and teachers.
Our teachers work hard to implement
strategies and activities from each of
multiple resources. We look forward to
sharing our experiences with you.

Bluegrass A

EKU

Little Minds Big Vocabulary
Do you struggle with incorporating
vocabulary into your daily instruction? Join
us for an insight on how we incorporate
vocabulary into our whole group teaching,
small group instruction, into our Literacy
Stations, as well as Special Area Classes.
Our goal is to help students utilize new
vocabulary in their daily conversations.

Bluegrass A

Shanta Madden,
Lisa Young

Research Based Vocabulary Strategies
Teachers used researched based vocabulary
strategies to increase their vocabulary
scores.

Bluegrass A

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass A

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Vocabulary Comes Alive
Students learning vocabulary through
everyday experiences and school wide
assistance. Students pull apart words to
learn the true meaning of the language they
use everyday.
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Bluegrass B

Reading, Writing, Comprehension. Oh, My!
We are a group of two first grade teachers
and one fifth grade teacher. We have spent
the 2017-2018 school year focusing on
a variety of ELA skills including Phonics,
Reading, Writing, and Comprehension.
Our focus has been on improving and
developing our student’s connection
between graphemes and sounds, responding
to reading through writing, and overall
comprehension skills through scaffolding,
small groups, and assessment.

Bluegrass B

Focusing on Foundational Skills
Focus on strengthening the foundational
skills of students on ways to motivate
learning in the kindergarten classroom.

Bluegrass B

Emily Shell,
Hannah Southall,
Hannah Denny,
Nicole Baysinger
(for Carrie Hammonds)

UK

Phonics,
Reading and
Writing, and
Comp

Amy Madon,
Allison Scott,
Denae Switzer
(for Sheldon Parrot)

UK

Meredith Morrison

UofL

Tiffany Leek

WKU

Patti Davis

UofL

Heather Powers, Janel Cupp,
Cathy Chaffman,
Donna McKay,
Kayla Adkins, Angie Rose

EKU

KRP

Prim
KRP

Stations

Prim
KRP

Grade Level Literacy Groups
In grade level literacy groups all first grade
students are placed in small differentiated
ability leveled groups based upon their
independent level, which is determined
by DRA and Rigby Benchmark. In these
differentiated groups, students experience
success in trying out various reading
strategies.

Bluegrass C

KRP

Prim

Station Rotations
I will share how I differentiate my station
Rotations and a few of the types of stations I
use in the classroom.

Bluegrass B

Prim

“Reading is for Girls”: Shifting Boys’
Perspectives on Reading
We conducted a Book Study on engaging
strategies and independent practice, to
foster boys’ reading identities. Choosing
high interest texts, connecting Science and
Social Studies to Literacy, and helping them
become active members in our Learning
Communities are a few examples of closing
the achievement gap with the boys in our
school.

Bluegrass B

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presenter(s)

Audience
(Initiative)

Presentation Title

University

Table

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Guided Reading in Elementary Class
How guided reading can positively impact
the elementary classroom and lead to
independent readers.
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Bluegrass C

KSU

Comp

Whitney Adams,
Megan Hall

MSU

Comp

Heather Haddix

NKU

Comp

Susan Niemi

NKU

Nonfiction
Reading

McKenzie Fitch,
Kasey Goodlett

UK

Comp

Non-Fiction Reading and Family Friday
Journals

KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Promoting Nonfiction Books in the
Elementary Media Center
My action plan has been striving to promote
nonfiction books at every grade level. Many
lessons have focused on nonfiction books
and how to locate them in the library as
well as using them for read-aloud texts for
classes.

Bluegrass C

Prim

Comprehension Cohesion

This presentation is about the importance of
nonfiction in the elementary classroom as
well as communication with parents.
Bluegrass C

Rachel Urs

Comprehension Strategies in 2nd Grade

Questioning is crucial to promote higher
order thinking, creativity and to develop
learning! Sharing strategies and materials to
improve student engagement and student
questioning.
Bluegrass C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass C

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Using Strategies to Improve Reading
Comprehension
Both Kasey and I have utilized various
reading comprehension and phonological
awareness strategies to improve literacy in
our classrooms! I have implemented the use
of Jan Richardson’s Framework for Guided
Reading to intentionally teach reading
comprehension using a variety of strategies.
Kasey is using Multi-Sensory Instruction
for phonics and the Jan Richardson
framework along with thinking strategies for
comprehension.

“Ideal teachers are those who use themselves as bridges
over which they invite their students to cross,
then having facilitated their crossing, joyfully collapse,
encouraging them to create bridges of their own.”

- Nikos Kazantzakis
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Nicki Prince,
Sharon Lowe,
Tonya Harrison,
Josephine Morris,
Christina Cross,
Shannon Shelton

UKWAYNE

Comp

Andrea King

UofL

Comp

Cassie Keen

WKU

Comp

Amy Schertzinger

WKU

Comp

Mandy Creech,
Connie Jo Baker

EKU

Comp

Intentional Planning for Read Alouds
We want to share with you how our literacy
action plan improved comprehension
and oral language skills in the Preschool
classroom. We implemented key components
from dialogic reading such as placing
questions and prompts in the book to
support text and comprehension.

Bluegrass C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Literacy Centers
The use of centers used to maximize literacy
instruction to optimize student learning

Bluegrass C

KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Shared Reading in Primary Grades
I will be presenting research and information
about incorporating shared reading into a
weekly routine for classrooms. I also may
provide some information of how I blended
the shared reading process and close
reading to step up the process and challenge
my children to use higher level thinking skills.

Bluegrass D

Prim

Read with me, Talk with me: Conducting
Effective Reading Conferences
What is it like to conduct reading
conferences in first grade? What do we talk
about? How long does it take? Do students
understand why we conference? Learn
how reading conferences improve reading
comprehension and develop students’ love
of reading.

Bluegrass C

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass C

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Keys to Improving Comprehension in
Intermediate Classrooms
This presentation guides participants
through the process of implementing
targeted comprehension instruction with an
emphasis on vocabulary in an intermediate
classroom. We explain the “Seven Keys” to
comprehension along with the effective use
of literature circles. We will share the pitfalls
we encountered and successes of specific
instructional techniques used to facilitate the
mastery of skills in grade level appropriate
novels.
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Barbara Burks

WKU

Comp

Leah Dowlen

NKU

Comp

Lisa Smith

UofL

R&W Acr Curr

Jessica Barrett,
Sherry Williams

MuSU

Phon

Jessica Platt,
Amanda Meek,
Megan Miles,
Laura Baker

UK

Phon

Isaac Belcher,
Jen Ruth

WKU

Phon

Presentation Title

Engaging Reluctant Readers
After teaching 20 years in an alternative
setting, I have learned tips and tricks to
engage reluctant readers. A discussion
of Novels that pull students in, as well as
sample assessments to gauge that they “get
it”.

Bluegrass D

Using Different Modalities When Teaching
Phonics
Using “The Phonics Dance” and the Words
Their Way series to teach phonemic
awareness

Bluegrass E

Take a Look in a Book: Using Picture Books
to Teach Phonological Awareness
The focus of this presentation will be on
using picture books to teach phonological
awareness, phonemic awareness, and
phonics to students in grades K - 2.

Bluegrass E

ALP

MS
ALP

Mathematics Literacy
I will share two lessons of how I use reading
material
(Newsela) and apply it to my mathematics
classes. Newlesa Pro version has the
ability to have annotations embedded with
interactive communication between teacher
and student. I will also share my “interactive
math notebook”
as a side piece for any teacher who has
struggled with students keeping notebooks.

Bluegrass E

HS

Reading Comprehension/Vocabulary
I will introduce different ways to
comprehend reading and new vocabulary to
my resource classroom. I plan on using many
different examples given from ALP program.

Bluegrass D

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass D

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

MS
ALP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Voracious Vocabulary Victors
This is geared toward primary and
intermediate students. We will be sharing
strategies to expand vocabulary through
tactile experiences, use of technology,
kinesthetic activities, and ideas from Kagan
Structures.
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WKU

Vocab

Leslie Berkley
(for Elisabeth Darce)

UK

Phon

Amanda Bailey

EKU

Phon

Kelle Sanders

KSU

Phon

Brandi Feltner,
Lisa Adams

MSU

Phon

Chelsea Brantley,
Ashley Kirby,
Judy Quinton,
Jennifer Crowley

MuSU

Phon

Word Work and Phonics
Presenting different word work activities and
strategies to use in first grade.

Colonel A

Words Their Way
We will be presenting on how Words Their
Way worked for our 2nd and 3rd graders
during this school year.

Colonel A

KRP

Prim
KRP

Small Group Instruction: Enhancing
Vocabulary and Word Recognition
This presentation will explain the
components of a Literacy Action Plan
designed around small-group literacy
instruction. Students have been introduced
to differentiated strategies that are effective
for identifying high-frequency words and
vocabulary words. This has proven to
increase reading fluency.

Colonel A

Prim

Literacy Night with Focus on Phonemic
Awareness
Join us to find out how we used our
school’s literacy night to focus on phonemic
awareness skills. We will share ideas
implemented with our parents and students
to further develop their Phonemic Awareness
skills and also learn methods to help you
child become a lifelong learner and reader.

Colonel A

Michelle Carver

Vocabulary Instruction for the Primary
Classroom
This session will demonstrate various
teaching strategies to introduce and practice
vocabulary skills for young primary students.

Bluegrass E

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass E

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP
Prim
KRP

Vocabulary That Sticks
During this session, vocabulary techniques
will be discussed. Learn how to utilize
Flocabulary and Word Nerds as resources to
build effective vocabulary instruction across
all grade levels.

“The mediocre teacher tells.
The good teacher explains.
The superior teacher demonstrates.
The great teacher inspires.”
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Taylor Myatt

WKU

Phon

Amanda Godbey

KSU

Rel R&W

Autumn Hendrickson
Slankard

NKU

Rel R&W

Carla Oetinger

NKU

Rel R&W

Presentation Title

Making Words and Making Strides
Students are becoming more proficient
readers by completing Making Words
lessons. These lessons are sequential,
systematic, and incorporate the literacy
knowledge that students are actively
building, such as segmenting and blending.
Students are able to work in groups at their
ability level and make strides towards their
literacy goals.

Colonel B

Student Created ELA Newsletters And
Website
Students create newsletters based on our
ELA instruction. Students create website to
share with parents. Students communicate
with parents via technology.

Colonel B

Prim
KRP

Taking the Next Step Forward with Guided
Reading
My presentation will focus on the schoolwide movement in Guided Reading. As a
school we have all been very intentional to
use the Jan Richardson small group model to
plan our guided reading lessons and move
the students forward. We have received
(and presented) training, ordered new Jan
Richardson books, and had other teachers
watch our classroom small group time. We
are very pleased with how well the students
have done!

Colonel B

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel A

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Family Literacy Reading Response Journals
I will be sharing examples from my students’
journals. In a Family Literacy Reading
Response Journal, a student responds to
a book or story by writing in the journal
to a parent or significant adult. Then the
parent/adult replies to that message, and
the child responds. The child does the same
with other books or stories so there is an
ongoing literacy discussion. Students choose
the books or stories they write about so
the focus is always literature that the child
enjoys. This process creates an atmosphere
that welcomes literacy and can draw the
family together in meaningful ways.
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UofL

Rel R&W

Shayla Hanson,
Korinne Dunn,
Shehan Jordan

UofL

Rel R&W

Kelsey Kestler,
Kristi Frazier

UofL

Rel R&W

Lisa York

WKU

Rel R&W

EKU

Reading
connecting
with real life
and history

MS
ALP

Int
KRP

Discovering Poetry Webquest
Students will engage in a WebQuest to
gather biographical information on various
poets in order to gain a better understanding
of the connection between lifestyles, and
writing styles. They will also analyze a
variety of poems, and end their quest with
a Slides presentation. Students will also
use technology to embed a video of them
presenting their chosen poet to share with
classmates.

Steamboat

KRP

Turning Reluctance into Enthusiasm
Are you having a hard time getting your
reluctant readers to engage with text?
Two intermediate teachers will share how
providing student choice and fostering text
talk increased student interest in reading.
Ultimately leading to more enthusiasm
in reluctant readers during independent
reading.

Colonel C

Prim

What’s on the Page?
Time-saving strategy for providing
students specific feedback they need.
Feeling inundated with student work? Feel
like you know what students need next
instructionally, but you just can’t get to the
differentiation part? We will be sharing a
specific strategy to help you with formatively
assessing student work and providing timely
feedback for students to grow.

Colonel C

Jennifer S. Kelly,
Kelly Thompson

Ready, Set, Draw!
Learn how drawing with details can help
your students become writers! I have
incorporated a reading center explicitly
for storytelling where children can share
knowledge and personal experiences along
with a focused drawing session. Eventually, a
second center incorporates the illustrations
with the written word, rich in detail from the
students own observations!

Colonel C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel B

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

How a Book Changed and Challenged our
Classroom
In this presentation we will discuss how
WWII history and real-life intersected with
the study of this book and the marvelous
things that came from that intersection.

Leah Wheat Turner
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MSU

R&W Acr Curr

Shelby Loyd

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Stacey Cooper

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Rena Murphy

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Vocabulary
Increasing vocabulary in different content
areas such as Social Studies

Steamboat

Wanda Kirk,
Amie Harless

Prim
KRP

Sophomores and The Multi-Genre Research
Paper
My sophomores who are on the path to
take AP next year are working on mastering
several different writing genres, which is best
practiced by allowing students to complete a
research assignment like this, which allows
them to have choice and to practice and
write in various different genres.

Steamboat

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Reading and Writing Treasures
Using children’s literature as a springboard
to teach vocabulary and paragraph writing
in the content areas for grades 1 and 2.

Steamboat

Presenter(s)

Audience
(Initiative)

Steamboat

Presentation Title

University

Table

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Family Involvement Projects
Will be using a presentation board to display
projects completed throughout the year to
involve family members.

HS
ALP

Int
ALP
Prim
KRP

“Most of us end up
with no more than
five or six people who
remember us.
Teachers have
thousands of people
who remember them
for the rest of their
lives.”

- Andy Rooney
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Andrea Cottrell

KSU

R&W Acr Curr

Ethan May,
Laura Kinder

MuSU

R&W Acr Curr

Cara Lawson

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Kelley Dykes

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Melissa Stolz

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

ALP and Science Related Arts
As a first year Related Arts Teacher and a
first time participant with ALP, I had the
challenge of applying what I learned in
a very different and at times challenging
setting. However, when the opportunity
arose, I applied the ALP strategies. So my
presentation will offer ways that you can
apply ALP strategies in your daily work
without always intentionally planning when
and where to apply them in a particular
lesson.

Bluegrass A

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Journals and MGP in a High School Social
Studies Class
The use of journals in class and two uses of
MGP in different classes.

Bluegrass A

ALP

HS
ALP

HS
ALP

Collaborative Writing in Science
Showcasing multiple writing strategies to
incorporate in the classroom with emphasis
on collaborative annotation. This is in
an effort to get students to work through
supporting their claims with evidence and
collaborating with others to refine their
thinking and revise their thinking/writing.

Bluegrass A

Int

Literacy and Argumentative Writing
High school students are reluctant to write,
but using the Kentucky Writing Project’s
mini-units has proven to get students
engaged in the writing process and produce
clear, concise, and strong arguments. These
mini-units are versatile and improve literacy
by incorporating different reading strategies,
traditional texts, 21st Century texts, and
writing.

Bluegrass A

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass A

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:40 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

MGP meets NGSS: Exploring and Analyzing
Technology Solutions Through Writing
Students create multi-genre projects to
explore a technological solution to an
environmental problem, then present their
learning through a Tech Gallery event.
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reading /
writing/family
involvement

Prim

April Cooper

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Holly Dodd

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Devinn Patton,
Alysse Damonte,
Chris Schwartz

KRP

Using Non Fiction and Writing in the
Kindergarten Classroom
To enhance the Literacy Development of my
Kindergarten students, I used Non Fiction
texts to learn and begin writing prompts
while incorporating the use of writing for
students to complete a “Top Dog” book for
our Student of the Week as well as Family
Response Journals to improve writing and
family participation.

Bluegrass B

NKU

Presenter(s)

Improving Children and Families
Non-fiction reading
-text features, read aloud, scholastic news,
non-fiction Friday centers.
Writing
-Adding words to a wordless book.
Family involvement
- Tips on how to get families more involved
at school with curriculum night, and family
message journals.

Bluegrass B

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass B

Presentation Title

University

Table

11:40 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

Prim
KRP

Home/School Journals
In order to promote family involvement, as
well as open the lines of communication
between student/family, the children have
been using journals as a way to share what
is happening in the classroom/school. The
children can write on any topic that they
choose, maybe something they’re proud of
or something they are struggling with, and
they end posing a question to whomever
reads their journal. The family member
(friend of the family or even a staff member)
will respond to what the student has written.

“Great teachers empathize with kids,
respect them,
and believe that each one has something
special that can be built upon.”

- Ann Lieberman
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NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Amy Williams

UofL

Reading
Structures

Janie Wood

EKU

Comp

Erin Free

EKU

Comp

Vocabulary
The focus is on building vocabulary to help
students become better readers.

Bluegrass C

Elizabeth Rich

Prim
KRP

A Tale of Two Kindergarten Classes
What is it like to switch for reading in
Kindergarten? What makes it work? What
are the kinks? Learn how departmentalizing
in reading and math has affected student
reading growth for two kindergarten classes
and re-ignited this teacher’s passion for
teaching reading.

Bluegrass C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Nonfiction Favorites
This project is a nonfiction family project.
The students have been working on
expanding vocabulary though the use of
nonfiction/informational books. Each week,
a student will take a turn to present their
Nonfiction Favorite!
Each student will pick a book based on a
topic of interest such as sports, talents,
pets, animals, or countries. The teacher
and student will come up with 3 vocabulary
words in correlation with their book to post
each week so that the other students can
become familiar with these words.
After reading their Nonfiction Favorite
book, each child and their family will work
together to complete a poster to present
to the class. The student will then come
up with three questions to ask the class in
a true/false quiz at the conclusion of the
class presentation. As always creativity is
encouraged!

Bluegrass B

Presenter(s)

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass B

Presentation Title

University

Table

11:40 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Reading for Comprehension in 2nd Grade
My presentation will show the methods I
used for leveled reading groups in my class.
It focuses on how the students comprehend
the stories. I also will have the data to show
if my students comprehension scores have
increased.
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Faith Hamilton,
Alyssa Lucas,
Daisey Weber,
Cathryn Carreer

KSU

Comp

Cassie Bostic,
Emily Hunt

MSU

Comp

Beverly Adkins

MSU

Comp

Jessica Howard,
Ashton Wyatt, Kinsee Potts,
Matt Wyman

MuSU

Comp

Donna Calhoun

NKU

Comp

Presentation Title

Bluegrass C

Reading Strategies for Comprehension
Daisey Weber will discuss how she uses
the strategy of retelling using masks and
reenactments to help comprehension.
Cathryn Carreer will share using Stop-ThinkTell to build comprehension in reading.
Alyssa Lucas will discuss Reading Salad and
how she uses it to boost comprehension.
Faith Hamilton will discuss using text to text,
text to world, and text to self connections to
build comprehension.

Bluegrass C

The Quest for Comprehending Non-Fiction,
Strategies for Comprehending Non-Fiction
My focus will be on strategies to successfully
comprehend non-fiction texts.

Bluegrass C

KRP

Int
ALP

Prim
KRP

Building Blocks of Comprehension
We will discuss various strategies (fluency,
vocabulary, skills based instruction, etc...) to
help improve students comprehension across
the curriculum.

Bluegrass C

Prim

ENGAGEing the Reader
Sharing how to easily transform your
reading instruction into a novel-based
classroom by fostering literacy rich strategies
and engagement activities.

Bluegrass C

Audience
(Initiative)

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:40 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

Int
KRP

Take a Journey Through a Book
Take a journey through your book to Notice
& Note the signposts along the way. While
traveling along students will make note of
Again and Again, Aha Moment, and Memory
Moments in their text. These signposts will
remind the students to slow down and notice
what they are reading.

“Not all superheroes have capes;
some have Teaching Degrees.”

Prim
KRP

- Author Unknown
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Leslye Rice,
Kelli Hammond,
Leslie Randall

UK WAYNE

Comp

Abbey Buckman,
Bethany Schooler,
Kari Wilson

UofL

Comp

Kristi Morris

UofL

Comp

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass C

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:40 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

Literature Circles
“Everyone’s a reader…..Some just haven’t
found their favorite book yet.” -Unknown
Author
Student interest and engagement is crucial
in all aspects of learning, but especially
reading. Literature circles provide a fun
and effective way for students to take the
lead in the classroom and put themselves
in charge of their reading. Literature circles
provide students with a structured way to
express their opinions, ideas and predictions
about text. Students begin by completing an
interest survey and then join a group based
on selected books to read while guiding
themselves on a journey through a piece of
literature. The implementation of literature
circles in the classroom has been a learning
process but so far has proven to be a positive
route to promote student success!

Bluegrass C

KRP

Read It, Think It, Speak It
Our session will focus on how we use three
Adolescent Literacy Project strategies
together to enhance communication and
deepen thinking and understanding of
complex texts. We’ll demonstrate how Talk
to the Text, Meta-moments, and Accountable
Talk can be used in various settings (science
class, social studies class, and intervention
classroom) to strengthen reading
comprehension.

Bluegrass C

Int

MS
ALP

Fairy Tales Do Come True: Using Strategy
Groups to Build Student Achievement with
Young Readers
How do you meet the needs of 20+ students
without a fairy godmother? Strategy groups!
During this session, you’ll learn how one
princess met the diverse needs of her class
through strategy groups. The session will
explore group formation, content covered,
and effects on student achievement.
Handsome prince not included.
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KSU

Rel R&W

Camille Leach

UofL

Rel R&W

Nycol Hart

WKU

Rel R&W

Raenell Whitaker

NKU

Rel R&W

Kara Brewer

UofL

Rel R&W

Presenter(s)

Vocabulary Strategies to Engage Readers
and Prepare Writers
I teach a 6th grade Language Arts class
with two teachers: one is a Special Ed
Collaborative and the other an ELL
Collaborative. Together we work on
strategies to enhance the learning of student
of vocabulary acquisition as well as improve
student writing as we engage with critical
text. We use various graphic organizers as
well as utilize resources from the Literacy
Design Collaborative that benefit the
learning of our students.

Bluegrass D

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Elizabeth Powell

Soaring to Success in the Non-Fiction World
Students have been using non-fiction in all
different forms to further their learning!

Bluegrass E

ALP

Prim
KRP

Literature Circles
Student-led academic discussions centered
around vocabulary, comprehension, making
connections, and analyzing of the author.
The responsibility is on the student rather
than the teacher.

Bluegrass E

MS

VIP Access to Your Students Identity
Come learn how fifth grade students
explored their identity through different
writing invitations. Each invitation gave
students exposure to: self-discovery, selfempowerment, family bonding, community
building, and curriculum relevant to
their lives. Mentor texts, videos, peer
collaboration, and student discourse,
fostered constructing, sharing, and
celebrating their own memoir.

Bluegrass D

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass D

University

Table

11:40 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

MS
ALP

Prim
KRP

“Let Me Tell You a Funny Story...”
Do you want a room full of enthusiastic
writers? In this session you’ll see how I
started family dialogue journals to get
families talking about student learning
and how it turned into a way to get young
writers passionate about what they write.

“The art of teaching is the art of assisting discovery.”
- Mark van Doren
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Bluegrass E

Let’s Get Authoring, Authoring: Readers are
Writers!

Presenter(s)

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Brittney Reid

UofL

Rel R&W

Ashley Creech,
Megan Saylor, Jessica Welch

EKU

Phon

Jennifer LeeAnn Clem

EKU

Phon

Kelsey Brewer

KSU

Phon

Paula Gross,
Anna Morris

MSU

Phon

“I love making books!” is my favorite phrase
I hear in my classroom. We are connecting
mentor texts to authoring student made
texts in writing workshop. This process
fosters an intrinsic desire to read and write
by conducting author and genre studies to
model and create our own books.
Colonel A

Phonics Growth
All students will make measureable growth
in the subdomain phonics on the STAR Early
Literacy Assessment by February 2018.

Colonel A

KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Making the Best out of Phonics and Word
Recognition Instruction
Many teachers teach phonics and word
recognition by using basal reading
programs, however, it is found that few
programs are able to meet the diverse needs
present in the classroom. Therefore, student
reading selections in these type programs
did not use words children were learning
during word-recognition instruction making
most of the books chosen irrelevant or
inapplicable to the students. In this KRP4RTA
project, I have collaborated with reading
intervention instructors to design instruction
that would be fitting for the individual needs
of my kindergarten classroom. Come by
and see how we integrated a few different
strategies that helped facilitate learning in
many different ways.

Colonel A

Prim

Improving 1st Grade Literacy
Presenting data that shows how literacy
strategies have helped improve literacy
scores throughout the school year.
Describing the literacy strategies used in the
classroom.

Colonel A

Audience
(Initiative)

Presentation Title

University

Table

11:40 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

Prim
KRP

Foniks Are Phun
After having a make & take workshop for
parents, test scores are being monitored to
see if the use of the m&t activities by parents
at home with their Kindergartners will show
an increase in their phonics assessments.
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

WKU

Phon

Taylor Fisk,
Angela Bowlin,
Courtney Vanover,
Elizabeth Smith

MuSU

Phon

Caitlin Enricco,
Shelley Renfro,
Stephanie King

UK

Phon

Jan Lewis,
Autumn Bertram

UK WAYNE

Phon

Stacey Davis

WKU

Phon

Lauri Perkins

WKU

Phon

Ann Friend

EKU

Vocab

Presentation Title

Presenter(s)

Word Walls in Intermediate Grades
I have implemented using a word wall in my
intermediate classroom for the first time
and have seen lots of improvement in my
students’ vocabulary.

Colonel B

The Building Blocks of Words with Letters
and Sounds
Effectively using phonemic awareness and
phonics to recognize words, Building a
strong foundation in early literacy.

Colonel B

Vocabulary - I Learn, You Learn, We Learn!
Strategies for providing vocabulary
differentiation to whole group and small
groups to maximize learning.

Colonel C

KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Step into Guided Reading Groups
Learn about the steps taken to lead guided
reading groups in your classroom. Learn
ideas to help your students become better
readers and writers.

Colonel B

Int

Words Their Way In A Collaborative
Classroom
This presentation will show how a Regular
Education teacher and Special Education
Teacher work collaboratively to integrate
Words Their Way in the classroom. The
teachers will share how they differentiate by
using both Picture and Word sorts as well as
how they organize the materials.

Colonel B

Haley Hagan

Literacy in K-1
We are Kindergarten and First Grade
teachers who have spent the year focusing
on developing our students comprehension,
phonemic awareness, and phonics skills.
Our main focus has been letter and sound
identification as well as the necessary skills
to make a years growth in their F&P reading
levels.

Colonel B

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel A

University

Table

11:40 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

Vehement about Vocabulary
Increasing student vocabulary through
explicit instruction, read-alouds, and word
activities
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Vocabulary Through Music for Math and
Science
Intentional teaching vocabulary through
music. A lot of Kindergarten involves the
teaching of what words mean and how to
use words appropriately in conversation.
Research has proven that most students
learn when music is incorporated with
instruction.

Colonel C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Deshay Dishman,
Beth Corder,
Cynthia Bell,
Amy Cross,
Micah Hicks,
Yvonne Morgan,
Stacey Corder

UKWAYNE

Vocab

Emily Beck

WKU

Phon

Sarah Hiser

WKU

Vocab

Sunney Shanae Martin
(Barnett)

WKU

Vocab

Presentation Title

Kindergarten Reading
An overview of Debbie Diller strategies
that I have implemented into my classroom
reading block.

Colonel C

Vocabulary Minded
Focus is on improving knowledge of
vocabulary words, in Social Studies, through
the use of vocabulary notebooks.

Colonel C

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel C

Presenter(s)

University

Table

11:40 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

“Today a Reader, Tomorrow a Leader.”
My project focused mainly on vocabulary
and how I would improve the knowledge
of vocabulary in my classroom. I wanted to
introduce them to new words and words
that they would hear in their reading. I also
taught them how to use context clues to
figure out words that they did not know
in their reading. I focused on centers as
well. I practiced implementing the centers
and providing adequate activities to help
improve learning. I used KRP resources to
find centers for the skills being taught.

“Education is
not the filling of a pail,
but the lighting of a fire.”

Prim
KRP

- William Butler Yeats
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Steamboat

Balancing the Scale: The Importance of a
Balanced Literacy Approach in Kindergarten
My presentation will focus on the
importance of having a balanced literacy
program in kindergarten. I will discuss the
components that I use in my classroom, and
give examples of how each one looks in my
classroom.

Steamboat

Balanced
Literacy

Rhonda Putt

UofL

Worksheet free
centers

Katie Fackler

UofL

Confidence in
reading

Lori Sexton

UofL

Student
engagement
and motivation

Holly Fields

WKU

Fam Eng

Kerry Sams,
Christi Beam

WKU

Guided reading
groups

Family Matters
This presentation will show ideas of ways
to have family involved with their child’s
education in and out of the classroom.

Steamboat

EKU

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Reading Restaurant: Using Book Clubs to
Increase Student Engagement
Come hungry to observe how student
engagement increased through classroom
book clubs. The menu offers student
choice, motivation for reading, and rich peer
discussion. Leave happy with the delicious
knowledge of how students develop a love
for reading!

Steamboat

Anita Farmer

“Do You Need More Time or More
Coaching?”
In this session, see how one “Plus One”
Teacher and an RTA Teacher delivered
instruction to build a classroom of more
confident readers. See how the most selfconscious student came to volunteer to read
in class and how students have learned to
help each other to read.

Steamboat

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Worksheets Smirksheets
 o you want your students to be engaged
D
during centers. I invite you to throw away
the worksheets for centers. Come see
some amazing differentiated and engaging
activities such as “Vobackulary” and “Guess
my word” that will allow more time in
reading groups and less time managing
students in centers.

Steamboat

Presenter(s)

Audience
(Initiative)

Presentation Title

University

Table

11:40 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Guided Reading Stations
We are implementing guided reading
groups this year. We will be going over the
different kinds of stations and how to do the
rotations.
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CLASSROOM LIBRARY CHECKLIST

The research is clear: Classroom libraries are no longer a frill . . . they’re a necessity.
Studies show that students in classrooms with well-designed classroom libraries interact
more with books, spend more time reading, demonstrate more positive attitudes toward
reading, and exhibit higher levels of reading achievement. (National Assessment of
Educational Progress Report, 2005).
How does your classroom library measure up?

YES NO

DOES YOUR CLASSROOM LIBRARY INCLUDE . . .
A minimum of 600 books?
A minimum of 25 to 30 books per student?
At least one new book per student added each year?
A range of reading levels, allowing every student to select books that are appropriate to their current and
developing independent reading levels?
A wide variety of genres and types, including picture books, chapter books, poetry, folktales, humor, historical
fiction, mystery, science fiction, fantasy, biography, classics, series, multicultural, nonfiction, etc?
A selection that is at least 50% informational text?
Books that are attractive and in good condition?
Multiple copies of popular titles, so students can read books together?
At least 30% of books that have been published within the last 3 to 5 years?
Books reflecting cultural and linguistic diversity?
Books recommended by students?
An organizational system to categorize and arrange books in a logical and clear manner?
Easy-to-read and highly visible signage to help students find materials and invite browsing and use?
Storage that allows most of the books to be displayed with their covers facing outward?
A display area that is rotated regularly to highlight different books and other materials?
A management system for checking out books and monitoring their return?
A schedule to weed out old, tattered, and worn books on a regular basis?
Defined reading areas with seating, such as cushions, pillows, comfortable chairs, etc. set aside for quiet reading?

For more information on how to build or enhance your classroom library,
please contact your local Scholastic Education representative:
Brent Porter, Account Executive ▪ (502) 381-8488 ▪ BPorter@scholastic.com
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Faith Clem

EKU

Phon

Leasa Ball

KSU

Phon

Stephanie Schmitt

MSU

Phon

MuSU

Phon

Grace Bixler,
Christy P. Forrest,
Amanda Shroats

UK

Phon

Brandi Powell

WKU

Phon

Presentation Title

Read
Does parent involvement impact student
learning?

Bluegrass A

Phonics & Word Recognition Strategies for
the Primary Grades
Discover how to group your students into
differentiated phonics groups, incorporate
engaging phonics strategies into your
curriculum, and assess small groups for
learning.

Bluegrass B

Prim
KRP

Rachel Holshouser,
Catherine Clontz,
Shari Darnell,
Kimberly Borneman

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Preparing To Read!
We are First Grade teachers that have spent
the year focusing on Literacy skills. Our
teachers concentrated on helping students
build on their phonics skills. We have focused
on using anchor charts, the five components
of Literacy, and Literacy centers to help our
students make growth in reading.

Bluegrass B

KRP

Having Fun with Phonemic Awareness and
Phonics
This project will focus on fun and engaging
ways to incorporate phonemic awareness
and phonics into daily instruction. I will
share activities and resources that have
worked for me and show how using these
activities have led to reading growth in my
students.

Bluegrass A

Prim

Automaticity through Song and Game
The key to reading is automaticity of high
frequency words and recognition of word
chunks. Through daily practice of Dolch Fry
words and The Phonics Dance, my class has
gone from 35% reading on grade level to
80% reading on grade level.

Bluegrass A

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass A

Presenter(s)

University

Table

1:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Prim
KRP

Modified Flooding
How to implement flooding with a limited
number of teachers. This round table will
discuss implementation in first grade. It
will include the schedules, data used to
create groups, and how we meet the needs
of all students, not just those in Tier 3
intervention.
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Ann-Michael Hamilton

WKU

Phon

Kyle Summers

WKU

Phom

Jessica Lester

WKU

Phon

Evelyn Lumpkins

EKU

R&W Acr Curr

Dana Howard

EKU

Rel R&W

Gilmar Siza

MuSU

Rel R&W

Using Fountas & Pinnell Phonics in
Kindergarten
Tips and tricks of how I utilized Fountas
& Pinnell Phonics in my Kindergarten
classroom.

Bluegrass B

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Cloudy With a Chance Of Success: Our
Writing Journey
Follow our journey of first grade writing
from introduction to final drafts. Learn what
I implemented, what worked, what didn’t
and the data that supports it all.

Bluegrass C

Vocabulary Journals in Kindergarten
Come see how you can engage your students
daily with a read aloud lesson and the use of
a Vocabulary Journal for Kinderbabies!

Bluegrass C

KRP

Prim
KRP

ZooPhonics - Preschool Phonics is
Phenomenal
Phonics and Phonemic Awareness are two
great determining factors in early literacy
skills. Zoophonics is a multisensory program
which reaches the youngest(preschool)
learners and equips them with the necessary
phonics skills that will enable them to read
at an earlier rate.

Bluegrass C

Prim

Flipgrid Fluency
Flipgrid Fluency takes old strategies and
gives them an update with a technological
twist. Students will practice reading fast by
recording 15 second videos on Flipgrid. They
are posted online and students and parents,
can watch their progress.

Bluegrass B

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass B

Presenter(s)

University

Table

1:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Reading and Writing Strategies and
Technology
This year I have been using composition
notebooks to record all the reading and
writing students produce handwriting and
in their computers. The note will show at
the end of the school year the students’
development in reading comprehension and
writing.
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Jessica Poe,
Bridget Browning,
Angel Sudberry

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Lauren Jane

NKU

Rel R&W

Jackie Butts,
Mike DiCicco,
Tammie Sherry

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Jennifer Ohman,
Shawna Schiralli

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Katherine Reynolds

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Stacey Welden

NKU

Comp

Cross Content Multi Genre Project
Students create a project about the 1920’s
that covers the subject topics centered
around History, English, and Chemistry
to create a multi genre project that they
present. The students are working in all
three subjects to create a single project that
consists of requirements for all three classes.

Bluegrass C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

ALP

MS
ALP

Prim
KRP

Nonfiction Reading and Writing in 3rd
Grade Science and Social Studies
Reading nonfiction texts in the subject areas
of science and social studies, participation in
collaborative group work and engagement
strategies to promote comprehension of
nonfiction texts, and weekly content writing
about science and social studies.

Bluegrass C

HS

Growing with Literacy
I will be presenting a board with samples
of non-fiction books and material we
use during the week, I will also share the
material and topics of literacy nights I was
part of.

Bluegrass C

ALP

Focused on Audience Awareness:
Photography & Writing
Our session will provide an overview of an
on going research project between an NKU
ALP teacher and two ALP directors. Our team
has worked this school year in Ms. Butts 6th
grade classroom to use photography as way
to examine audience needs and awareness
that support written texts. We will share
mini lesson ideas, photographic elements
and copies of student work.

Bluegrass C

HS

Writing for Routine
I will be discussing the importance of writing
in writing journals for a more informal and
less intimidating way, while still working on
writing skills.

Bluegrass C

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass C

Presenter(s)

University

Table

1:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Parents and Thinking Strategies
Parents are presented with examples of how
to include thinking strategies when reading
with their children
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Bluegrass C

Digital Storytelling with Struggling Readers
and Writers
In this presentation I will discuss how I
used digital storytelling in my classroom
with struggling readers and writers. I will
explain the process students went through
to create their digital stories including
collaboration, assigning roles, creating
scripts and storyboards, and filming and
editing their stories using iPad and iMovie
technology. Finally, I will address the benefits
and struggles I faced when implementing
this project.

Bluegrass D

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Tori Dangerfield

WKU

Rel R&W

Jazmynn Wilson,
Tammy Badger

KSU

Rel R&W

Sara Harris

UK WAYNE

Rel R&W

Brianna Harper (Dusenberry)

UofL

Rel R&W

ALP

Prim
KRP

Writing For A Purpose!!
How do you get your students interested in
writing for a purpose? Let me share with
you how I have made my Writing Station,
choice driven with a purpose and how I
have implemented trade books for Writers
Workshop. I will share student samples and
lesson ideas that I use to help my students
complete different types of writings within
whole group mini-lessons and stations.

Bluegrass D

MS

Reading and Writing Connections
Using Jan Richardson’s The Next Step
Forward in guided reading, we will focus
on making reading and writing connections
during guided reading groups that echo
throughout the entire literacy block while
concentrating on small group instruction
that aligns well with whole group reading
and writing curriculum.

Bluegrass D

Presenter(s)

Audience
(Initiative)

Presentation Title

University

Table

1:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Prim
KRP

Creating Authors in Kindergarten through
Family Writing Journals
Family Journals have pushed students
to improve their storytelling and writing
skills. Families play an integral role in this
project through sharing the pen and having
conversations with their child. This project
has also given me insight into my students’
lives. If you want to create authors in your
classroom, you need to try Family Writing
and Drawing Journals today!
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Karen Davis

UofL

Rel R&W

Julia Kolb

UofL

Writing

Caitlin Adkins,
Taylor Edwards

MuSU

Student
Engagement

Jessica Lanier,
Kimberly Moore

MuSU

Independent
Reading

Hannah Klee

NKU

Comp

Presentation Title

Like & Subscribe to Reading and Writing
Children in a primary multi-age classroom
enjoy read aloud stories, learn reading
skills, and then express responses to text
through a class blog with their families. In
this session high interest mentor texts and
technology suggestions that create a high
interest in reading and writing for students
and families.

Bluegrass D

Prim
KRP

HS
ALP

Developing a Culture of Independent
Readers
Throughout this year I have implemented
an independent reading program in my
classroom. The students get to choose
their own books and then do a project of
their choice using those books. We have
used several different techniques to get the
kids interested in reading and so far it has
worked well.

Bluegrass E

KRP

Student Engagement
Each team member is incorporating
the same strategy to increase student
engagement in the classroom. We are
sharing our pros and cons of each, what
worked, what didn’t, what we could improve
for the next time, etc.

Bluegrass E

Prim

Let’s Show and Tell Today
Do your students enjoy talking? Do your
students tell long drawn out stories? Are you
constantly seeing them drawing? Learn how
to harness their natural love of talking and
drawing into engaging writing. Come see my
student journals!

Bluegrass E

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass D

Presenter(s)

University

Table

1:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

MS
ALP

Non-Fiction Reading and Text Features
Improving the use of non-fiction reading.
Having students identify the type of nonfiction they are reading and answering
questions by using the text features in their
reading.
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Bluegrass E

#ReadMoore Developing Habitual Reading
Presentation of effective independent
reading strategies and tools for
accountability and engagement. Topics to be
discussed include: reading conferences, book
talks, social media, written responses, and
literacy fair, . Teachers who implement IR, or
those looking to begin, can benefit from this
presentation.

Colonel A

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Audience
(Initiative)

Presentation Title

University

Table

1:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

UofL

Developing
habitual
readers

HS

Dawn Hibbard

EKU

Comp

Miranda James

KSU

Comp

Haylee Evans

MuSU

Comp

Maria Hitt

NKU

Comp

Leah Turner

WKU

Comp

Presenter(s)

Drew Courtney,
Maegan Woodlee

Circles of Learning
The presentation focuses on incorporating
literature circles into 2nd grade.

Colonel A

Prim
KRP

Int
ALP

Non-Fiction Comprehension and Family
Connection Journals
Student use of graphic organizers during
instruction, and then with peer assistance,
leads to successful individual use resulting
in improved comprehension of non-fiction
material. Family Connection Journals provide
opportunities for students to exercise nonfiction comprehension when writing a letter
to their families. Their family responds with
a short letter.

Colonel A

KRP

Literature Circles
I will be explaining the process, and growth I
have seen from my students using literature
circles. I will also explain how I use them in
my classroom.

Colonel A

Prim

Reading Comprehension and Fluency, Oh
My!
We have focused this year on improving
comprehension with our lowest second
grade group of students. We are excited
to share our work and how much their
comprehension and fluency have improved!

Colonel A

ALP

Int
KRP

Comprehension Stations
I will be discussing the new stations that I
began implementing this year as a way to
improve students’ reading comprehension.
This presentation will include questioning
techniques, station organization, as well as
failures and successes that I encountered.
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UK

Comp

Samantha Humphrey

UofL

Comp

Stacie Childres

UofL

Comp

Emily Bean,
Robyn Littlejohn

MuSU

Comp

KRP

Prim
KRP

First Graders are Strategic Readers and
Effective Teachers!
Want to see your Read Alouds in Action?
Want to see more effective buddy reading?
In this session, see how I connected read
aloud to buddy reading. I will share how
read aloud in conjunction with buddy
reading turned first graders into strategic
readers and effective teachers.

Colonel B

Prim

Insightful And Delightful
Many students love to share their insights
and delights throughout the day. Wouldn’t
it be great to hear their insights and delights
about literature too? Through teacherstudent conferring, students are eager to
describe characters, retell stories and key
details. Conferring has become a true delight
as a teacher, as well as a great insight into
an emerging reader’s mind.

Colonel B

Amber Livingood,
Tera Warren

Valuable Vocabulary and Captivating
Comprehension
We have established an explicit vocabulary
routine by using the model, “Define,
Example, Ask” when introducing new
vocabulary words. Students illustrate the
words and use graphic organizers, like the
Frayer Model, in their student vocabulary
journals. We continue to practice the
vocabulary words throughout the week
by playing a variety of games and posting
the words on a word wall to continuously
review. To support the SIOP model, we
have translated all vocabulary words
into both Spanish and Swahili to promote
student engagement. It is proven that
vocabulary increases comprehension. In
order to facilitate comprehension, we create
anchor charts with the students on several
comprehension strategies.

Colonel B

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel B

Presenter(s)

University

Table

1:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Anchored in Comprehension
Using anchor charts to teach what
comprehension is and why it is important.
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Jenna Richardson,
Anita Lawson,
Kelly Williams,
Kristy King,
Chesea Halasek,
Lauren Frey

KSU

Guided Reading

Brooke Aylor

NKU

Fam Eng

Mackenzie Farris

UofL

Building
stamina and
confidence

Prim

Tonya Lewis

WKU

Effective
literacy
instruction

Prim

Tonya Northcutt

EKU

Vocab

Honette Rivers

MSU

Vocab

The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading
With our diverse student population
and wide range of readers, we needed
a guided reading program that met
students’ developmental needs, but also
allowed for teacher decision making. The
Next Step Forward in Guided Reading by
Jan Richardson has helped us to work
with students in their stage of literacy
development while allowing the teacher
to use her own special knowedge to guide
instruction.

Colonel C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

From Basal to Book Room, One School’s
Journey
Our journey from using basal readers to
Guided Reading and a Book Room will be
outlined. Samples of materials that we have
used along our journey will be available.

Steamboat

Vocabulary in the Classroom
Different strategies to help with vocabulary
in the classroom.

Steamboat

KRP

Prim
KRP

Learning to Love, Loving to Read, Life-long
Learners We Will Be!
Come join me to see how I implement a
variety of strategies to build a curiosity
and love for learning. Book boxes, book
shopping, buddy reading, and more; Taking
you to new heights, galore! “Teach my
kiddos to love to read? Oh my, oh my, tell
me, please!”

Colonel C

Prim

Including Families in Our Schools
I will discuss how I include my students
families in their everyday schooling.
Students write about their day and parents
respond to their child.

Colonel C

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel C

Presenter(s)

University

Table

1:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

KRP

KRP

Prim
KRP

Words Matter
I think we can all agree, as teachers,
that students of all grades and all ability
levels need to improve their vocabulary
knowledge. This presentation focuses
on how to increase first grade students’
vocabulary in order to improve their reading
comprehension. My presentation will briefly
explain the activities, resources, and findings
of my project.
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Jennifer Cary,
Gina Mefford

NKU
EKU

Vocab

Kerry Simmons

WKU

Vocab

Shelly Carroll

WKU

Vocab

Presentation Title

Building Vocabulary
Students will be exposed to new vocabulary
that will result in increases reading abilities
and understanding.

Steamboat

Prim
KRP

Vivacious Vocabulary
Exciting and inviting vocabulary to entice
students to acquire a love of vocabulary in
the world around us. Games such as Splat
and Head Bands, fun vocabulary organizers,
and activities such as computer games and
vocabulary centers are a few of the things
my students loved.

Steamboat

Audience
(Initiative)

Steamboat

Presenter(s)

University

Table

1:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Prim
KRP

College Words for Kindergarten
Become a word nerd with kindergarten as
we discuss fun and practical ways to help
young learners engage with new and BIG
vocabulary words.

“It is the supreme art of the teacher
to awaken joy
in creative expression and knowledge.”

Prim
KRP

- Albert Einstein
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Jana Mayer,
Laura Davis

EKU

Comp

Mary Agee,
Heather Stine,
Misty Kehm

KSU

Comp

April Cupp,
Danielle Ratliff

MSU

Comp

Desirae Jellison

NKU

Comp

Nicole Pedigo

WKU

Comp

Tara Moore,
Kristen Watkins,
Sherry Shemwell

MuSU

Comp

Presentation Title

Literature Circles
Join us for a look at Literature Circles in the
First Grade Classroom. We completed three
rounds of Literature Circles in our classrooms
throughout this year and watched as our
students’ reading skills became stronger.
This session will walk you through the basics
of a Literature Circle in the First Grade,
our successes, our failures and everything
in between. Come and take a look at our
Literature Circles and the impact it had for
our students.

Bluegrass A

Comprehension Skills
We will be presenting evidence of teaching
comprehension skills to 1st and 3rd graders.

Bluegrass A

Reading Comprehension: Strategies for
Students and Parents
Research based strategies (K-5) to
strengthen students as comprehensive
readers in the classroom and empower
parents as educational partners at home.

Bluegrass A

KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Int
KRP

Vocabulary in Action
Discuss the ways that my grade level team
used “Word Nerds” vocabulary strategies to
improve our student’s comprehension and
make vocabulary exciting in our classroom.

Bluegrass B

Prim

Connecting Families to School
Students wrote in their family journals
about various topics. The students took
their journals home and a family member
responded to the same prompt or topic.

Bluegrass A

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass A

Presenter(s)

University

Table

2:25 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.

Int
KRP

Rockin’ Read Aloud
Stop by to learn how we engage our
students in interactive read alouds daily.
Through higher order questioning, we are
strengthening our student’s comprehension
skills!
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Anitria Coston,
Elizabeth Golden,
Brandon Roberts

UK

Comp

Emily Rousos

UofL

Comp

Ann-Margret Perkins

UofL

Comp

Cindy Wilson

EKU

Phon

Autumn Gorley

KSU

Phon

Lesley Wesley

KSU

Phon

Balanced Literacy Block
We are Third Grade teachers who have spent
the year focusing on improving our literacy
block through a Balanced Literacy Approach.
Our focus has been on improving our
students reading comprehension through
whole group and small group instruction.

Bluegrass B

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Improving and Increasing Vocabulary
PowerPoint presentation of the strategies
and resources used to improve and increase
vocabulary with 1st grade students

Bluegrass C

Teaching Phonics in First Grade
I will be using work samples/data from my
students to show how we learn phonics in
my classroom.

Bluegrass C

KRP

Prim
KRP

Reading for Meaning and Fluency will Flow
I have always been told to do a fluency
check. However, at KRP4RTA I learned the
discovery of meaning over fluency. Fluency
will come, but understanding the meaning
and making connections to self/world
is where it is in my classroom. This has
changed reading in my classroom, and yes,
fluency is flowing!

Bluegrass C

Prim

Second Graders Can Talk about Books:
Inspiring Students to Love Reading!
Do you want to inspire your students to get
excited about reading? If so, students love
literature circles. A second grade teacher
will share how she started the process of
literature circles, how students grew their
talk and comprehension over time, and in
turn grew into enthusiastic readers!

Bluegrass B

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass B

Presenter(s)

University

Table

2:25 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.

RTA
I will show different strategies that we
have used during the year to help students
improve with Reading.

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

“Anyone who does anything to help a child in his life is a hero to me.”
- Fred Rodgers (Mister Rogers)
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Alexandra Gibson,
Megan Callihan,
Shanna Brammell,
Sue Massie,
Kari Kennedy

MSU

Phon

Erin Aylor

NKU

Phon

Amber Aneszko,
Sarah Newton,
Shakesha Brown,
Sharon Turner

UK

Phon

Ilene Aebersold

UofL

Phon

Lorie Hayden

WKU

Phon

Jessica Ward

WKU

Phon

Phonics of All “Sorts”
Our focus has been on developing our
primary students phonemic awareness,
phonics, and word recognition strategies
through the use of Words Their Way and
other activities. Our goal was to implement
strategies that meet kids where they are
and move them forward as successful young
readers.

Bluegrass C

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Literacy in a Resource Room
Meeting the literacy needs of a variety of
levels within a resource room.

Bluegrass C

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Phonics! Phonics! And more Phonics
How K-2 in our school came together
with the Fountas and Pinnell, Reading
Interventionist and other Reading Specialist
to unite and teach phonics with unity.

Bluegrass C

KRP

Tapping, Snapping, and Moving into
Reading
In this session learn how my teaching
partner and I collaborate using several
modalities of learning to empower students
to successfully love reading through simple,
replicable reading strategies. Students
engage in independent and shared reading
confidently and without frustration using
explicit decoding strategies to promote
comprehension.

Bluegrass C

Prim

Helping Struggling Readers
In our presentation, we will discuss different
strategies that can be shared with parents/
guardians that can be used with their
children at home in order to help struggling
readers or make stronger readers. We will
also provide resources that teachers can use
for the same reasons.

Bluegrass C

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass C

Presenter(s)

University

Table

2:25 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.

Prim
KRP

Guiding Them With Games
Guided reading HAS to be fun if you’re going
to keep the attention of your students and
motivate them to want to read more. I will
be sharing 1st grader tested and approved
Guided Reading games that focus on phonics
and sight words. Stop by and see the games
my 1st graders begged to play!
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WKU

Phon

Ashley Ashley,
Kristian Banta,
Ellen Casey,
Sharon Schneider

KSU

Guided reading
& Fam Eng

Blake Jessup,
Sarah Brinkley

MuSU

Eng

Angela England

NKU

Eng

KRP

Prim
KRP

Classroom Transformation
We will discuss ways to transform your
classroom in order to engage students.
This can be done with all subject areas,
but of course we will focus on the literacy
classroom.

Bluegrass D

Prim

Family Involvement
We will discuss/share the different ways our
schools and district are working to involve
families and communities into our schools.
We will share how each of our schools have
used family nights to give parents techniques
to use at home with their child to help
improve their reading scores. We are also
going to look into ways to decrease summer
slide. We are going to share some different
ideas we would like to implement at our
schools and which programs we believe
would be best for our students. Summer
slide shows students dropping 1-2 reading
levels over summer break. We would like to
implement ways to keep students actively
engaged into reading over the summer.

Bluegrass D

Bethann Neville

Literacy Centers in the Kindergarten
Classroom
Literacy centers are a powerful component
of the student’s use of time while the teacher
conducts guided reading groups. Students
rotate through literacy centers & apply
knowledge they have gained through guided
reading. Guided reading allows students
to be introduced to various texts and skills
with support as they apply skills they have
practiced as a result of literacy centers. They
depend on one another for overall student
success in a school day where time is of the
essence.

Bluegrass D

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Presentation Title

Audience
(Initiative)

Bluegrass C

Presenter(s)

University

Table

2:25 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.

Family Engagement in Literacy
I will share ways I tried to get my families
engaged in their child’s literacy education.
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Bluegrass D

Raising Readers: Involving Families in Early
Literacy
During the duration of Raising Readers,
Memorial Education Center has provided
workshop opportunities and resources to
families that supports early literacy in the
home setting.

Bluegrass E

Presenter(s)

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Cassi Coffey,
Whitney Burks,
Keena Norton,
Oreida Whiles,
Amy Smith

UKWAYNE

Family Literacy

Angela Disney

EKU

Rel R&W

Deana Spencer

MSU

Rel R&W

Shelby Bennett

NKU

Rel R&W

KRP

Prim
KRP

Connecting Reading and Writing in a Fun
Way
I used a combination of strategies to get my
students involved in writing. My students
love viewing storyline online. After viewing
storylineonline I always choose a prompt for
the students to write about that connects
to the story. We then use Kagan Strategies
to Think/Pair/Share with each other. We
use a variety of strategies to keep the
students excited. When students finish the
Think/Pair/Share part of the activity we
go back to our seats and do a quick write/
quick draw on the prompt. Students have
been asked to choose their favorite writing
from their journals. We took their favorite
writing piece and took it through the writing
process. Students then combined all of their
completed writings to create a classroom
book. I have videoed each student reading
their own piece of writing from the book.

Bluegrass E

Prim

Growth Through Trust and Collaboration
By collaborating and trusting my RTA
Teacher, our students have experienced
tremendous gains and growth. I will discuss
our scheduling, collaboration time, planning
time, and level of trust that promoted
growth and success in my 2nd grade
classroom.

Bluegrass E

Audience
(Initiative)

Presentation Title

University

Table

2:25 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.

Prim
KRP

Family Connections and Non-Fiction Texts
My presentation will consist of an
explanation of my Family Journal and
reviews on its success. I will also discuss how
I have incorporated more non-fiction text
into my weekly lesson plans.
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Bluegrass E

Fostering Fantastic Family Message Journals

Presenter(s)

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Ann Jones

UofL

Rel R&W

Wendi Toyama

UofL

Rel R&W

Lindsey Aguilar,
William Allison,
Mitchell Gregory,
Maria (Moddie) Miller,
Sandra Smith,
Johnette Warner

EKU

R&W Acr Curr

Jody Cabble,
Ahenewa El-Amin,
Shonda James,
Nathan Spalding

KSU

R&W Acr Curr

Christin Lewellyn

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

We are “bridging the gap” in our classroom
between student, parent, and teacher
communication and writing! The year
began by lassoing parents and students into
healthy and happy writing habits! Parents
and students both have been inspired to
spend valuable time together in response
to weekly prompts in our fantastic family
message journals!
Bluegrass E

Focusing on Greek and Latin Roots: One
Middle School’s Journey
We will discuss why Greek and Latin Roots
became a number one priority for our school
and what steps our ALP team took to get
ALL the teachers focused on this important
literacy skill. We will share a reflection of
how we are progressing and our next steps.

Colonel A

KRP

Prim
KRP

MS
ALP

Connections: Cultural Literacy as a tool for
the classroom
I will use the text by Jason Reynolds, “A
Long Way Down” in Criminal Justice class
to cover the topics of gun violence, urban
and juvenile crime in our community. This
story told in verse about teenagers and
gun violence be a fabulous way to engage
students in the unit.

Colonel A

Prim

Writers in Bloom
What does it take to grow a writer? In
this session you will learn how I used daily
writing journals, read alouds, and intentional
writing instruction to grow writers in my
Kindergarten class. I will share student
writing and show how my kindergarteners
became writers through their pictures and
words.

Colonel A

Audience
(Initiative)

Presentation Title

University

Table

2:25 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.

HS
ALP

Vocabulary Across the Content
It is a look at my research into vocabulary
instruction of Tier II and Tier III vocabulary
words in Social Studies and other content
areas. It combines implicit instruction and
the use of multimedia resources.
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Asha Clark

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Keri Whitaker

UofL

R&W Acr Curr

Alex Madden

EKU

R&W Acr Curr

Megan Brewer

MSU

RTI

Katherine Kelly

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Presentation Title

“I Am Malala” Multi-genre Activities
As students read the novel “I Am Malala, I
had them stop at the end of each of the five
parts. They had three required activities to
complete such as developing a character or
theme, and one to two optional activities
such as a henna tattoo or creating a graffiti
wall. My colleague and I developed these
activities that would form our first attempt
at a multi-genre paper.

Colonel A

MS
ALP

Prim
KRP

Tackling the Treacherous RTI Pyramid
We will be participating in a round table
discussion with several methods of RTI. We
will travel through each level of the RTI
pyramid and provide examples of techniques
and activities for each level.

Colonel B

ALP

Literature Circles in the Primary Setting
A look at research conducted by the
presenter on a second grade classroom and
the effects on reading and writing outcomes
across the curriculum. While the main
focus of this project was literature circles,
additional strategies were also utilized
including read-alouds, journal activities, and
guided reading.

Colonel B

MS

Lesson Focus in Math
Analyzing and responding to formative
assessment data and student reflections
by utilizing progressive continua in a math
classroom

Colonel B

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel A

Presenter(s)

University

Table

2:25 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.

Creating Informational Booklets in Science
and Social Studies
I have implemented a monthly informational
topic subject in my classroom. For each
topic, my students have created a booklet
and/or brochure for that topic.

“A truly special teacher is very wise,
and sees tomorrow in every child’s eyes.”

Int
ALP

Prim
KRP

- Author Unknown
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Roundtable Sessions F (continued)

Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Shawna Davis

NKU

R&W Acr Curr

Carol Bender

UofL

Comp

Kerri McCarthy,
Megan Donahue

EKU

Rel R&W

Amanda Wagner

NKU

Rel R&W

Tonya Hagan

WKU

Writing
journals from
school to
home.

Kim Davisson,
Lisa Taylor

EKU

Vocab

Presentation Title

Non-Fiction Exposure and Family
Involvement
I am implementing non-fiction texts to
teach in order to expose students to more
non-fiction texts. I am implementing weekly
family message journals in which parents
and students respond to prompts and I
respond to a few students each week.

Colonel C

Teaching Comprehension, Literary Devices
& Elements, and Vocabulary in The Great
Gatsby
Using a novel to teach many different
elements in the English/Arts & Humanities
class to expand adolescent literacy.

Colonel C

Strengthening Writing
Improving student’s abilities to use text
evidence when writing about what they have
read.

Colonel C

KRP

HS
ALP

Int
KRP

HS
ALP

School to Home Journals
My project focused on parent
communication through student journals.
Their are many ways to use journaling in
a classroom. This year my students have
used their journals as a way to share with
their families the things we are doing and
learning in our classroom.

Steamboat

Prim

Roleplaying While Reading: Annotating
from an Alternative Perspective
Inspired by the work of Harvey Daniels and
Nancy Steineke, this assignment challenged
advanced readers to consider a text from
multiple viewpoints. On a shared document,
groups of students read and annotated
American drama from the mindsets of
previously studied characters or literary
figures.

Colonel C

Audience
(Initiative)

Colonel B

Presenter(s)

University

Table

2:25 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.

Talk to Me! Vocabulary Strategies for
Primary Educators
General overview of various vocabulary
strategies newly introduced in our primary
classrooms.
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Focus of
Literacy
Action Plan

Megan Ward

EKU

Vocab

Mary Chapman

EKU

Vocab

Jessica Foster,
Savannah Wilson

UK WAYNE

Vocab

Terri Edwards

WKU

Vocab

Katelyn Mosley

WKU

Vocab

Presentation Title

Vocabulary Integration in Kindergarten
I have implemented vocabulary instructional
strategies learned from the meeting over the
summer into my classroom. My presentation
will be about the ways that I used these
strategies in my classroom, new strategies
that I have found to help my students with
vocabulary instruction, and my results
through I-Ready and STAR testing.

Steamboat

Prim
KRP

Prim
KRP

Word Wizards at Work
Word Wizards at Work promotes vocabulary
in the classroom with a variety of resources
that meet the needs of every student in
the classroom. Students develop their
vocabulary which is a critical factor in
development of reading skills.

Steamboat

KRP

Teaching Vocabulary Through Multiple
Strategies
Do you want to know more about
vocabulary? We will be sharing exciting and
engaging ways to implement vocabulary as
a routine part of classroom instruction. Our
strategies can be used in whole group, small
group, or individualized instruction.

Steamboat

Prim

Word Power
Students have been engaged in techniques
and strategies to be better at not only
recognizing words but understanding their
meaning.

Steamboat

Audience
(Initiative)

Steamboat

Presenter(s)

University

Table

2:25 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.

Int
KRP

Engaging Young Readers
A discussion of various engaging vocabulary
strategies to incorporate during small group
lessons with young readers, while also giving
ideas to increase comprehension. These are
based on methods that I have tried during
my own small reading groups with a variety
of reader skill levels.

“Teaching
is the profession that
teaches
all the other professions.”
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Prim
KRP

- Author Unknown

The 10 Principles of
Children’s Literacy Rights
1. Children have a right to appropriate early reading instruction based on their individual needs.
2. Children have a right to reading instruction that builds both the skill and the desire to read increasingly
complex materials.
3. Children have a right to well-prepared teachers who keep their skills up to date through effective
professional development.
4. Children have a right to access a wide variety of books and other reading material in classroom, school,
and community libraries.
5. Children have a right to reading assessment that identifies their strengths as well as their needs and
involves them in making decisions about their own learning.
6. Children who are struggling with reading have a right to receive intensive instruction from professionals
specifically trained to teach reading.
7. Children have a right to reading instruction that involves parents and communities in their academic
lives.
8. Children have a right to reading instruction that makes meaningful use of their first language skills.
9. Children have a right to equal access to the technology used for the improvement of reading
instruction.
10. Children have a right to classrooms that optimize learning opportunities.
(SOURCE: International Reading Association)

Adolescent Literacy Rights
1. Adolescents need opportunities to participate in active learning environments that offer clear and
facilitative literacy instruction.
2. Adolescents need opportunities to participate in respectful environments characterized by high
expectations, trust, and care.
3. Adolescents need opportunities to engage with print and nonprint texts for a variety of purposes.
4. Adolescents need opportunities to generate and express rich understandings of ideas and concepts.
5. Adolescents need opportunities to demonstrate enthusiasm for reading and learning.
6. Adolescents need opportunities to assess their own literacy and learning competencies and direct their
future growth.
7. Adolescents need opportunities to connect reading with their life and their learning inside and outside
of school.
8. Adolescents need opportunities to develop critical perspectives toward what they read, view, and hear.
(SOURCE: Elizabeth Stutervant, et al, Principled Practices for Adolescent Literacy)
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Advocating for Literacy
“If not you, then who?”
Oftentimes, we assume advocating is conducted by highly charged political figures and in formal political arenas.
However, the term advocate is more basic in its definitions of “(v.) publicly recommend or support; to speak, plead,
argue, or write in favor of” and “(n.) a person who pleads on someone else’s behalf; one that defends or maintains a
cause or proposal.” These more fundamental meanings suggest grassroots levels of action. Advocacy may be engaged
at many levels and for a variety of purposes. In education, it is vital we all put on the mantle of advocating in support
of issues that impact our learners and profession. Below are some basic premises that may help guide our thinking as
literacy advocates.
WHO:
Both the advocate and audience are important to consider.
• Everyone has the capability and right to advocate. Teachers, professional staff, administrators, parents,
community members, and policy makers may share support for a cause or position that may impact literacy
education.
• Audiences everywhere are numerous. One may share issues in their own classrooms and/or buildings.
Schools may need to disseminate information to their business and community leaders to garner support.
Parents, educators, and community members may put forth a common voice to share with policy makers
in order to impact relevant legislation.
WHY:
Educators can get involved at various levels.
• Promote change in your own building
• Build understanding of your work among leaders in your district
• Inform parents and community members about what it takes to achieve deep learning in classrooms
• Influence state and national policies
HOW:
Since we all have the right and ability to advocate, how do we go about the process? Following are some general tips
that may be applicable to various audiences and purposes.
• Be active and knowledgeable
It is important to know your voice and have it heard. It is also imperative to be well versed in your 		
topic/cause when presenting it to others.
• Be prompt and patient
Your attitude and professionalism lead to a positive, lasting impression. Being on time, courteous,
and succinct may go a long way in promoting your information. Don’t be discouraged if meetings are
rescheduled or if interest and/or results are not immediate. It may take some time to understand the
impact of your efforts.
• Be responsive
You may be called on to answer questions and/or provide more information. Be prepared to do so, even
if it requires providing that information at a later time after you have investigated properly. If you do not
know an answer, say you will find out and get back to that person.
• Follow up
It is always important to have a follow-up plan. This may include sending follow-up notes, providing
additional information, or requesting follow-up responses from the interested party.
For additional tips, resources, and relevant topics to advocate for literacy, please visit:

www.kentuckyliteracy.org/resources
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Kentucky Reading Association
Conference
November 1-3, 2018

A Literacy Explosion:
The Beat Goes On

Jan Richardson

Janet Allen

Matt Glover

Kentucky Reading Association Conference
November 1-3, 2018
Galt House
Louisville, KY

www.kyreading.org/events/conference
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The Kentucky Reading Association (KRA)
wishes CCLD a successful Share Fair.
KRA’s mission is to be a
“voice for literacy.”
Please consider joining us
and sharing your voice.
Fall 2018 Conference:
“A Literacy Explosion: The Beat Goes On”
November 1-3, 2018 with
Janet Allen, Matt Glover, Jan Richardson
& more

www.kyreading.org
Marriott East Meeting Room Layout
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#literacy

www.kentuckyliteracy.org
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